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Three Fulionians Seek
First Political Offices
Five Fulton businessmen, have filed for the four
commissioner posts to be filled in the general election
on November 7. Two of the candidates, Charles Gregory
and Bill Scott are seeking re-election to the two-year
terms and three others Bob Craven, Dr. Shelton Owens
and James T. Nanney are seeking the offices for the first
time.
W. P. (Dub) Burnette, and Char-
les Robert Bennett, serving now on
the Commission, are not seeking re-
election.
The office of mayor will not be
on the ballot this year, Mayor Gil-
bert DeMyer having been elected
for a four-year term.
Within the past few years city
elections have elicited little inter-
est among the voters in Fulton. Lt
appears that this pattern will con-
tinue this year with the filing date
for candidates coming ,as a surprise
to even the most avid political ob-
servers.
It is possible however that the
present financial condition of the
City of Fulton might become at
least a luke-warm issue, yet it is
not likely that any great campaign
will be waged on this premise. A
recent financial statement issued
by the City Commission revealed
that the city is some $12,000.00 in
debt and that a two and one-half
cents per $100 of assessment was
levied to meet general operating
expenses.
The deficit and the new tax levy
does not indicate insolvency for the
City of Fulton, Mayor Gilbert De-
Myer told the News last week "We
had to spend money to take care
of the valuable property that we
have and that is what the deficit
affects," he said.
'The &fiat should be fairly
Niped out by next year. The new
tax levy will bring in about $3500.00
additional a year and then when
the occupational taxes come due
again next May we will make a
substantial payment on :the defi-
cit," the Mayor added.
The three candidates for commis-
sioner are no strangers to Fulton.
Bob Craven is a young and popular
businessman who operates the Rail-
road Salvage Store. He is active
in civic affairs and interested in
the progress and development of
Fulton.
Dr. Shelton Owens, an optome-
trist has served on many import-
ant community committees and is
known for his friendly and coopera-
tive attitude in every organization
in which he is a member. He has
worked tirelessly with the Interna-
tional Banana Festival and has
served as an officer and director
for several terms.
James T. Nanney, a retired Army
officer has a variety of interests
and has similarly been active in
community affairs.
Many citizens have expressed re-
gret at the failure of Dub Burnette
and Charles Robert Bennett to
seek re-election. Both have served
with distinction on the commission
giving the position the benefit of
their wide experience and business
acumen. Mr. Bennett has served as
a city official in prior years and
has demonstrated his ability as a
popular vote-getter.
Washington, D. C. - 'Tis said that this exciting
and fabulous city is the nerve center of the world.
Never has a more appropriate title been attach-
ed to any object, animal, vegetable or mineral. If
you can keep your nerves on a fairly even tempera-
ture, while others all around you are letting their
systems go to pieces, you are a better person than
I am, a Gunga dim-wit.
As I write this column on Monday, I am trying
to recount the events of this almost unbelievably
busy day .. . and this is just a start. If we stay until
Friday, as we plan, before going on to Asheville,
North Carolina, for an overnight stay with some
old-time Washington friends, then we will be ready
for any eventuality that may come our way in an-
other 100 years.
Among other things like talking with the State
Department a dozen times, we saw President John-
son greet a foreign head of state, viewed and took
pictures of that perfectly fabulously beautiful
Jacqueline Kennedy Flower Garden at the White
House, and had an authority on White House art
tell us so many intimate details of the dozens of
masterpieces of art hanging on the White House
walls. This is a story in itself.
We visited with the Secret Service staff, saw
the White House kitchens and talked with members
of the White House press corps. It was simply fan-
tastic.
The phone started ringing rather early in the
morning. I think the switch-board operator here at
the hotel is still quaking from the call that came
about nine a. m.
The caller announced that "the White House
is calling Mrs. Paul Westpheling . . . has she arrived
yet?" I'd think that was some kind of a gag too, if I
were in the hotel operator's spot. . . but actually it
wasn't.
You see I had written Mrs. Bess Abel, an old-
time Kentucky friend, and now the social secretary
at the White House, that we (Paul, R. Paul, Mary Jo
and I) would be in Washington this week and that
we'd appreciate a visit with her, both personal and
for the Banana Festival's program this year. Bess,
in case you didn't know it, is the daughter of former
Governor and Senator Earle C. Clements and one of
the most important and delightful people in Wash-
ington.
Bess' call was to invite us to see the White House
on a private tour, and to advise that Fulton's great
friend, and mine, Katherine Peden, had set up an
appointment for me and herself later in the day to
(Continued On Page Eight)
Arrests made in Fulton and Union City last Friday
night may prove to be the key to a two-state theft ring.
Fulton Police Chief Richard Myatt said a witness was
able to describe the three boys she saw stealing a purse
from a car in downtown Fulton and also gave the license
number of their car.
(lief Myatt and Fulton County
Sheriff James (Buck) Menees ar-
rested Allen Weibb, 18, and Jackie
Gargus, 19, in Fulton. Officer Mor-
ris, of the Union City police, ar-
rested Larry Duncan, 19, in Union
City. At the time of their arrest,
the boys were living in an apart-
ment on Home Street in Union City.
During questioning, the boys also
admitted stealing a car belonging
to Lloyd Lee Baker of Route 1,
Fulton, and were implicated in
other burglaries.
The boys were arraigned before
Judge Don Hill on charges of auto
theft and Joe Johnson has been
appointed as their attorney. They
waived preliminary hearing and thz
case was scheduled for September,
bond set at $1,000 each.
Sheriff Menees said that mem-
bers of the ring have admitted to
robberies which took place over a
wide area of Kentucky and Tennes-
see during the past two years and
included a Fulton service station.
Ile said some cigarettes and other
items stolen in a recent burglary,
mere found at Union City. Other
stolen goods were found in two
houses rented by the boys, one near
Fulton and the other in Union City.
Adults are also implicated in the
thefts, the authorities said. They
are living in Tennessee, Missouri
and Kentucky, they added.
Warrants have been issued for
some members of the ring by
Graves County Sheriff James Carr.
Authorities said one of the warrants
is for Terry Bradshaw, 17, of Hick-
man County.
A '66 Chevrolet sport coupe, be-
longing to Loyd Baker, was re-
ported stolen from behind Pop's
Pool Room on Commercial Avenue
in Fulton, left with the keys in it,
on August 2, this year. The boys
admiLed taking the car out into
the county, where they stripped it
of battery, hub caps, gas, etc., and
abandoned it in a field between
Fulton and Union City.
Police Chief Myatt expressed his
appreciation for the outstanding co-
operation shown by the Union City
police in this case.
Obion County Fair Opens
With A Bang August 28
Many Activities
Open To Participants
"If you're proud of it, bring it to
the Fair," has been the slogan of
the Obion County Fair for a num-
ber of years and it still applies for
the big 1967 event, which runs Aug-
ust 28 through September 2. With
many interesting exhibits and
booths by various groups and or-
ganizations, as well as commercial
exhibits, there will be something
to interest any and all members of
families.
Johnny's United Shows, one of
the better carnivals in the country,
which has played the Obion County
Fair for the past six years, will be
on hand again with outstanding
rides and shows.
Bands and talent from Fulton
and Hickman Counties may enter
the Hullabaloo and the Youth Tal-
ent Contest this year. Bands should
contact Vern Brooks at Radio Sta-
tion WENK in Union City. Those in-
terested in the youth talent show
should contact J. R. Moore at Radio
Station WENK for information and/
or entry blanks.
Residents of Fulton and Hick-
man Counties may also enter ani-
mals in the open dairy, open beef
and open hog competition. For fur-
ther information (Nall the Fair office
in Union City, 885-5361.
See the schedule below for times
to enter the competition, as well
as to enjoy the entertainment
events scheduled for each evening:
Monday night, there is a big
horse show for all lovers of fine
horses.
Tuesday, the beauty revue to se-
lect the 1968 "Miss Obion County
Fair" - and who doesn't like to
watch the lovelies???
Wednesday evening, the Junior
Livestock Auction will see the sale
of animals raised by Obion County
Football Tickets Go
On Sale Friday
Tickets for the Fulton High foot-
ball season will be on sale, begin-
ning Friday, August 18, with Joe
Tress, chairman of the sale.
A house-to-house campaign will
be made in the residential area.
All street chairmen are invited to
a kick-off coffee at The Derby Fri-
day morning at nine o'clock.
Season tickets are $4.00 for adults
and $2.00 for students.
School Established
A graduate school was establish-
ed at the University of Kentucky in
1912 with Dr. Alexander St. Clair
MacKenzie, professor of English,
as dean.
youngsters.
Thursday, the Hullabaloo - and
that will be lots of music with a
beat!
Friday, the talent show, with
talented youngsters competing for
prizes, and a chance to enter the
Mid-South Youth Talent Show in
Memphis.
On Saturday night the Union City
Civic Chorus, 50 voices strong, will
present a concert of music to please
every taste.
With all of this, no one should
lack for entertainment the week be-
fore Labor Day! Make your plans
now to visit the big Obion County
Fair, the biggest little Fair in the
world.
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Three Youths Arrested South Fulton City Manager
In Recent Local Thefts Resigns, Effective At Once
Appreciation Expressed
by Dunn To Citizens
HENRY DUNN
Ebb-Tides
Coming To
Big Festival
The Ebb-Tides, a young vocal and
instrumental group who are rated
as the most likely to succeed in be-
coming one of the top teen attrac-
tions in the country, plus an array
of other talent will be featured on
Shindig-A-Go-Go "Record Revue of
Stars," September 29 at the Kitty
League Park during the Fifth In-
ternational Banana Festival. The
Shindig will be similar to the tele-
vision program, "Hullabaloo."
A talented group with many suc-
cesses already to their credit, the
Ebb-Tides will have with them on
the show other such notables as the
Varju Brothers, Charlene, and the
Ginny Kelly Dancers.
The Varju Brothers, a zany pair
who entertain with 18 different
harmonicas and compatible humor,
are known as the "Musical Mani-
acs" and have been producing
shows as far back as 1942 when
they staged shows for War Bond
Rallies which featured such stars
as Jimmy Durante, Marlene Dei-
trich, Gene Autry, Buddy Ebsen,
and other famous Hollywood
names.
Charlene, standing barely over
five feet, is a vocalist who can belt
a song with the best of them. In the
world of entertainment she has
gained the reputation of being the
Tiny Bundle of Dynamite. Many
show business greats feel that she
(Continued on Page Eight)
South Fulton City Manager Henry Dunn submitted
his resignation to the South Fulton City Commission on
August 14, effective immediately. Mayor Rex Ruddle
has announced that James Hickman has been appointed
acting city manager until a successor can be named to
replace Mr. Dunn. Mr. Hickman is a young man who
has been working with the city department of public
works.
Mr. Dunn's letter of resignation
stated, "I appreciate the coopera-
tion and amicable working condi-
tions brought about by you and all
of the employees, which I have ex-
perienced during the past period of
nearly three years which I have
served as city manager.
"Thanks is also expressed to the
Fulton Daily Leader and the Ful-
ton County News, whose continued
support and assistance to the
change in the form of government
has been most beneficial.
"I am sure that I have gained
valuable experience in municipal
administration which should enable
me to obtain a position as city
manager in a larger city."
Very little comment was obtained
from the South Fulton City officials
concerning the sudden loss of Mr.
Dunn when they were contacted by
the FULTO/s: NEWS.
Mayor Rex Rucklle will be out of
town for two weeks.
City Commissioner John Reeks
stated there really is nothing wrong
other than an accumulation of
minor grieviances from the com-
mission and declined further com-
ment.
Harry Allison, the other commis-
sioner, said he hoped Mr. Dunn's
letter was self-explanatory, al-
though he realized the situation had
developed rather suddenly.
Henry Dunn came to this city ex-
tremely well-qualified, experienced,
and educated for the job as city
manager. He holds a degree from
the University of Florida in Busi-
ness Administration and has done
graduate study in public adminis-
tration. Prior to moving here in
December 1964, he was city man-
ager of the Village of Royal Palm
Beach, Florida for 41/2 years and
had a total of 11 years of municipal
government experience.
Mr. Dunn was South Fulton's
first city manager after the
change-over from the city council
form of government. The Dimas,
with their children, moved to
Orchard Drive in South Fulton from
Miami, Florida, in 1965.
Mr. Dunn has been active in the
First Methodist Church, the South
Fulton PTA and the Twin Cities
Development Association Execu-
tive Committee. Mrs. Dunn has
been very active in the Girl Scout
program and is a re nurse,
employed by the Fulton ospital.
New AF Recruiter
Sgt. Ed Rhinehart
Sgt. Ed Rhinehart, son of Mr.
and Mrs. W. S. Rhinehart of Chat-
tanooga, is the new Air Force re-
cruiting officer for Northwest Ten-
nessee. His home office is in the
Federal Building in Dyersburg, but
he is in Dresden on Tuesday, Union
City on Thursday and Ikpley on
Friday.
The sergeant is well qualified to
assist young men and women in
choosing their career field, because
he has been active in the United
States Air Force as a mechanic,
serving in England, Spain, Turkey,
Hawaii, Okinawa, The Phillippines
and various United States bases.
Sgt. Rhinehart is married and
the father of two children. He lives
with his family in Dyersburg. He
has replaced former recruiter Don
Dills, who is now a civilian
Country Club Teen Dance
An informal dance will be held
at the Fulton Country Club August
19 from 7:30 to 11:30 p. m. Lively
music will be furnished by "Little
Richie and the Exceptions." Ad-
mission is $1.00 per person.
It's Fun Time When Old Grads Gather For Reunion
Tha photos above telt more than a thousand words the fun and excitement enjoyed by Hi, members of the Fulton High School graduating class
of 1957. The News is indebted to Don Swearingen for the photography, some of which was taken at the Par* Terrace and others at the Chamber
of Commerce offices where the group gathered to talk late of the good old days. Some vital statistic of the class reunion will be reported in a
subsequent edition.
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Editors and Pub'Ishii-9
Federal Communications Commission Asking
Equal Time (For Free) For Anti-Smokers
The Federal Communications
Commission has ruled that radio and
TV stations which broadcast smoking
commercials must provide air time to
anti-smoking programs. The FCC will
permit the stations to try to sell time
for the anti-smoking programs, but
will require that if no sponsor can be
found the time must be provided with-
out charge.
Of course, the first thing that
comes to mind is, when will magazines,
and newspapers, including this one,
face similar coercion? Will we be or-
dered to furnish equal space for anti-
smoking advertisers, free, if we accept
tobacco advertising?
And if such an edict can be im-
posed with respect to tobacco advertis-
ing, what product or industry will next
be singled out for attack. Candy, may-
be? There are those who make a strong
case aaginst eating candy, alleging that
it causes overweight, cavities of the
teeth, a tendency to diabetes, etc. Will
the FCC or some sister club of bureau-
grat$ in Washington tell radio', TV
and this newspaper that if we accept
candy advertising we must make equal
space available to the critics of candy
eating?
Prohibition, which President
Hoover described as "an experiment,
noble in purpose," provided abundant
proof that man cannot be coerced into
goodness by legislation. So the FCC
is going to try a new approach: the
bureaucratic edict. Clearly bureau-
crats can issue more edicts than Con-
gress can ever find time to pass into
law. Already the proposals tossed into
the legislative hopper of the Congress
far exceeded the capacity of Congress-
men to give intelligent consideration to
more than a fraction of the measure
upon which they must pass judgment.
The bureaucratic edict will bypass
Congress and speed things up. Whether
or not such edicts are discriminatory,
or even constitutional — why that de-
termination can be stalled for years in
the courts through appeals, retrials
and delaying tactics.
In case you have forgotten, we re-
mind you that the anti-smoking contro-
versy was initiated by none other than
the United States Government,
through the office of the Surgeon Gen-
eral. And Assistant Attorney General
Donald F. Turner, of the anti-trust di-
vision, has been wanting to regulate
corporate advertising anyway.
The FCC ha :s shown him how to do
it simply by edict.
With School Bells Ringing In The Air,
We Wish Our Young Generation God-speed
With the coming of August, the
hottest days of summer are upon the
land. With this climax of the seasons
will come the month of September—
the time for millions of young people
to retgrn once again to tens of thous-
ands of schoolrooms across the land.
In today's world the sum total of
man's knowledge is exploring upward
at an accelerating pace. It takes many
more years of schooling to become well
trained in any field and further to be-
come a well educated human being
with the established, permanent de-
sire and ability to continue the learn-
ing process throughout life.
The cost of education today is a
major tax burden. With this in mind,
many of the "older generation" some-
times voice the doubt that "all this
schooling is really worth it." They
wonder what kind of a crop of young
people we are raising. Protesters, sit-
inners, rioters and school dropouts get
a great deal of publicity, but they are
a tiny proportion of our school popula-
tion and would probably be in trouble
wherever they were and whether they
had any education or not.
- The real promise of the future lies
in the vast majority of hardworking
young people who look forward to
school days opening again this fall —
not only for the social companionship,
excitement and fun of activities, but
also, because they feel the stimulation
of learning about their heritage and op-
portunities and exploring the vast
fields of knowledge now being unfold-
ed to man's mind. As the school bells
ring again, we all should wish them
well.
National Merchandiser Takes Historic Step
To Halt Sale Of Firearms In Certain Cities
Sears, Roebuck and Co., one of the
country's largest general merchandis-
ing organizations, announced the other
day that it has withdrawn guns and
ammunition from sale in a number of
cities. We think the decision reflects
good business sense and good citizen-
ship. Human life will be a little safer
in those places where Sears has declin-
ed to augment existing tension and
danger by selling firearms to anyone
who may want to snipe at policemen
or firemen in the course of a riot.
Human life would be safer all over
the country if guns were less readily
and indiscriminately available to
thugs, punks, hopheads and lunatics. It
would be unfair, of course, to treat the
merchandisers of firearms as accessor-
ies to crime when they discover, too
late, that their merchandise has been
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put to criminal use; but they can hard-
ly be held to be wholly without moral
responsibility.
Merchants cannot themselves
screen purchasers satisfactorily. The
authority of law is needed for such a
purpose. If the police were empowered
to make sure that any purchaser of a
firearm ,was a law-abiding, responsible
adult, we think that a great deal of evil
and anguish could be averted without
inflicting on law-abiding, responsible
adults more than a brief delay and a
minor inconvenience in obtaining guns
for legitimate use. And we do not, for
the life of us, see why law-abiding, re-
sponsible adults should object to that
in the public interest.
If the proliferation of guns con-
tinues, other law-abiding, responsible
merchants will feel obliged to follow
Sear's high-minded and self-denying
example by refusing to sell guns at all
to anyone. That will entail a great deal
more serious hardship for law-abiding,
responsible adults who want guns for
sporting purposes. We think Sears has
offered not only a good example but
an object lesson as well.
— The Washington Post
BIBLE DIGEST
"Let this mind be in you, which
was also in Christ Jesus." Philippians
2:5
Turning our wills over to God has
a lot to do with our being like Christ.
"Christ in you the hope of glory."
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IDOVIFY CORNEE
I KNOW SOMETHING GOOD ABOUT YOU
Wouldn't this old world be better
If the folks we meet would say -
"I know something good about you!"
And treat us just that way?
Wouldn't it be fine and dandy
If each handclasp, fond and true,
Carried with it this assurance -
"I know something good about you!"
Wouldn't life be lots more happy
If the good that's in us all
Were the only thing about us
That folks bothered to recall?
Wouldn't life be lots more happy
If we praised the good we see?
For there's such a lot of goodness
In the worst of you and me!
Wouldn't it be nice to practice
That fine way of thinking, too?
You know something good about me,
I know something good about you?
— Louis C. Shimon
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—Of Other News
By Governor Edward T. Breathitt
Our older citizens deserve our
care, our concern, our compassion.
I considered it apt, therefore, to
be able to make my recent an-
nouncement regarding public as-
sistance increases during a 100th
birthday party given for Thomas
R. Foster at Green's Rest Home
here.
Mr. Foster, a native of Washing-
ton County who came to Frankfort
as a boy and used to hunt rabbits
where our Capitol now stands, is
the oldest of the 34 residents at the
home, which is the oldest in this
area.
I found that Mr. Foster, whom I
was honored to make a Kentucky
Colonel, is mentally alert and hears
well, although nearly blind. He has
a drooping walrus mustache, a
head of snowwhite hair, and can
still play the French harp.
I told residents of the home in
my public announcement that the
monthly increases for some 4,500
recipients in the 221 personal care
homes across Kentucky will aver-
age $13.65 a month and become ef-
fective next Sept. 1.
I trust that these increases will
iConttnued on Pape Seven'
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By Brenda Rowlett
ATTENTION, all readers who
are interested in increasing their
knowledge in subjects classified as
non-fiction. We have many treats
in store for you if you will stop by
and check out one of our new non-
fiction books recently received from
the Department of Libraries. These
books will provide hours of pleasur-
able reading.
COMPARATIVE GUIDE TO
AMERICAN COLLEGES by James
Cass and Max Birnbaum. Here is
a book that evaluates as well as
describes American colleges—in ef-
fect, a consumer's guide. In the
year since it was published, it has
been recognized as the -best college
guide on the market. With the pres-
ent revision it also becomes the
most up-to-date -one. Designed pri-
marily for the student who is "go-
ing away to college," it provides the
information that is needed by guid-
ancs? counselors and parents, as
well as by the students themselves.
Beyond the bask' facts on admis-
sion requirements, costs, enroll-
ments, etc., the book stresses what
various statistics mean in terms of
institutional quality.
THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO
GUNSMITHTNG by Charles Ed-
ward Chapel. Anyone who has ever
fired a weapon knows that there is
a great deal more to handling it
than simply aiming at a target and
squeezing the trigger. But not
everyone is familiar with all that
goes into preparing a weapon for
firing. It is an endlessly fascinating
subject and it is fully treated in this
compact -and informative book by. a
first-rate expert on ordnance. Truly
a book for everyone with any in-
terest in_ firearms, this work an-
swers thousands of questions for
the beginner, the advanced col-
lector, the student of ordance, the
policeman, the soldier, the sailor,
the marine, the home defender and
the average man who has neither
tirne nor patience for books copied
from manufacturers' catalogues or
phrased in the English of another
era. This completely revised and
up-to-date edition of The Complete
Guide to Gunsmithing goes straight
to the heart of a timeless and fasci-
nating subject.
ME PEACE CORPS by Henry B.
Lent. When President Kennedy first
mentioned the idea of personally
helping the underprivileged people
of the world to help themselves, the
thought was ridiculed as an im-
practical, dangerous, foolish, and
unworkable "kiddie crusade." Now,
after many years of achievement
across the globe, the Peace Corps
has been acclaimed everywhere as
an astonishing success and one of
the most valuable contributions of
our society toward world peace and
understanding. This is the story of
that "realistic idealism" in action
... more exciting than a novel, in-
formative, challenging, and inspir-
ing.
THE CHALLENGING SKIES by
C. R. Rosebetry, Charles Lind-
bergji, Amelia Earheart, Admiral
Richard Byrd, General Billy Mitch-
ell, Howard Hughes, THE SPIRIT
OF ST. LOUIS, the Graf Zeppelin—
these are but a few of the great
names in aviation, names linked to
impressive aeronautical achieve•
ments that took place during a
score of never-to-be-surpassed
years. Our modern world of flight
was profoundly shaped by these ac-
complishments, which occurred in
amazing succession after the end of
World War I. A major book, big in
subject matter and format, THE
CHALLENGING SKIES is an in-
spiring document of the "Golden
Age" of flight. The accomplish-
ments chronicled here, the dare-
devil heroism of men piloting air-
craft barely suitable for their goals,
were no less spectacular than those
of the astronauts of our own time.
LUCKY-LUCKY by Marva Has-
seiblad. Marva Hassell:dad, a
twenty-five-year-old American
nurse, daughter of a well-known
missionary doctor, went to South
Vietnam in 1962, not because of
political beliefs or government af-
filiations, but in order to fulfill the
dream of a lifetime—that of helping
the sick and those in need. 'This Is
the story of her remarkable en-
counter with the Vietnamese peo-
ple. LUCKY-LUCKY is bound to
-make a powerful impression by its
very simplicity. This story is an
extremely personal one; it is at the
same time universal in its message.
Turning Back The Clock--
August 22, 1947
Announcement of the appointment of Slayden
Douthitt, former principal of the Mayfield High School,
as principal of South Fulton High School for the coming
year was made official today by County Superintendent
Milton Hamilton. Douthitt, who has already taken over
at South Fulton in preparation for the opening of the
school term on Sept. 1, succeeds Ed Eller, who resigned
as South Fulton principal to become superintendent of
the Martin city schools.
Fulton County schools at Cayce, Crutchfield, Lod-
geston, Sylvan Shade and Cayce (colored) will open on
August 25, J. C. Lawson, Superintendent of county
schools, announced today. Early opening is because of
suspension for several weeks during the harvest season.
Miss Ann Godfrey was gracious hostess Thurday
night to a dinner and bridge party at her home in Padu-
cah, complimenting her Fulton friends. Invited guests
were Misses Almeda Huddleston, Ruth Graham, Helen
King, Martha Moore Katherine Taylor, Mrs. J. L. Jones,
Jr., and Mrs. A. C. Polk.
Mr. and Mrs. J. 0. Lewis, Sr., were hosts to open
house Sunday at their home in Mayfield, complimenting
their out-of-town guests and daughter, Mrs. Lewis Hay-
nes, and Mr. Haynes and children. Ice cream and cake
were served during the afternoon. Guests attending
were: Mr. and Mrs. Jean Poe of Clinton, Miss Almeda
Huddleston of Washington, Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Polk of
Monroe, La., Miss Katherine Taylor, Miss Martha
Moore, Miss Ruth Graham, Miss Helen King and Miss
Andy DeMyer of Fulton, and Miss Ann Godfrey of Pa-
ducah.
A beautiful wedding was solemnized Sunday after-
noon in the home of Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Nanney, when
their daughter, Louise, was married to David Crockett
Cook, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. David Crockett Cook of
Mt. Pleasant. The ceremony was performed by the Rev.
W. E. Mishke, pastor of the First Methodist Church. Mr.
and Mrs. Cook will make their home at Mt. Pleasant,
where Mr. Cook is a junior partner in the Cook Furni-
ture Company.
Miss Margaret Willey, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Willey, and Charles A. Green, son of Mr. and
Mrs. A. W. Green, Route 2, were quietly married Sun-
day afternoon, August 17, at the home of the Baptist
minister at Corinth, Miss, Miss Marie Willey attended
her sister as maid of honor. Thomas Vowell of McCon-
nell served as best man. Leon Rice of McConnell was
also present. The couple are making their home in Ful-
ton, where the bridegroom is employed by Swift and
Company.
Crutchfield: The Ramblers' Motorcycle Club, Her-
man Hudson president, attended a race at Springfield,
last Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hudson and J. C.
Wilbur were among the members to attend.
Latham: Jap Elliot and Miss Fannie Lou Woods, ac-
companied by Mr. and Mrs. Marion Milan, drove over
to Mississippi and were married last Saturday. The
bride is the daughter of Homer Wood. The groom was
reared in this community. They will be at home at Mr.
Woods for the present.
J. C. Mosley and Miss Helen Reed were married
last Sunday. The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Reed and the groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Beeler Mosley. He is now employed by Parker Brothers.
Pilot Oak: Boyd Casey bought a restaurant in May-
field last week. Mr. and Mrs. Herschel Floyd and Mr.
and Mrs. L. T. Williams are running it for him.
South Fulton: It is with deep regret that we learn of
Ed Eller's leaving our school and going to other fields of
service. We wish him great success.
George and Robert Holman, two South Fulton boys,
attended the Y. F. - H. M. Special school in Martin last
week.
Route Three, Fulton: Born to Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Goodwin in Fuller-Gilliam Hospital a son. His name is
Michael Kent.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bennett are the parents of a
new baby girl, born in Fuller-Gilliam Hospital Friday
morning.
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Miss Hackett Wed To Mr. Pirtle
In Beautiful Formal Ceremony
Of paramount interest was the formal wedding of
Miss Sharon Hackett, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William
Peter Hackett of Valley Stream, Long Island, New
York, and Mr. David Pirtle, son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Pirtle of Water Valley, Kentucky, which was solemniz-
ed on the evening of August the fifth in the First Metho-
dist Church at Fulton, Kentucky.
The Reverend Lowell Council
pastor of the First Methodist
Church at Covington, Tennessee,
performed the impressive cere-
mony.
The Gothic sanctuary was a
scene of nuptial beauty. Centering
the choir loft was a spreading ar-
rangement of tall white wedding
tapers. Arrangements of white
gladiola further completed the
beautiful pulpit portion of the set-
ting.
As the wedding guests arrived,
the organist, John Reed, presented
a program of nuptial music. His
program consisted of "Suite
Gothique,•' Bollmann; "Co me
Holy Guest," A r m adorf ;
"Pastorale," Lefebune-Wely;
"Psalm XIX," Marcell°, and "In-
terlude," Boely-Carnevali. As the
candles were lighted Mr. Reed
played "The Trumpet Tune and
Air," Purcell.
Mrs. Nelson Tripp sang "One
Heart, One Hand," Leonard Barn-
stein. She also sang the impressive
solo, "Song of Ruth" known as
"Entreat Me Not To Leave Thee"
at the close of the ceremony.
The lovely young bride was es-
corted to the altar by her father.
She wore a beautiful formal wed-
ding gown, fashioned in pure silk
aeau de soie, which was floor-
:ength. 'The bodice was encrusted
at intervals with pearl studded lace
medallions, with the same treat-
ment being carried oust at the edge
of the skirt. Her train was also em-
bellished with the lace and the
pearls. Her bouffant veil was of
imported bridal illusion. The head-
piece was a cluster of Illusion
flowers, edged with pearls.
She carried a crescent bouquet
made of tulle, stephanotis and satin
ribbons. Centering the bouquet was
a pure white orchid.
The bride's maid of honor was
Miss Dorothy Mangels of Babylon,
Long Island, New York. She wore
a floor-length gown of yellow chif-
fon, designed in Empire style.
(Ircling the waist was a band of
silken flowers. A matching coat fell
to the floor, the sleeves of which
had the same silken flowers as the
Whitnel Funeral Home
offers
1). Prompt, courteous •mbu-
lance service with 2 staff m•m•
hers on duty at MI times.
2). Credit on Tennessee Burial
policies.
Telephone 472-2332
LOSE WEIGHT
Get amazing results when you take
our product called SLIMODEX. 
No
prescription needed. You must lose
ugly fat or your money back. SUM
O-
DEX is a tablet and easily swallowed.
No starving, no special ex•rcise, no
harmful drugs. SLIMODEX costa WOO
and is sold on this GUARANTEE: 
if
not satisfied for any reason, Just 
re-
turn the unused portion to your drug-
gist and get your full money ba
ck.
SLIMODEX Is sold by: BENNETT
DRUG STORE, Fulton. Mall Orders
Filled.
dress. She carried a bouquet of
yellow tulle encrusted with white
painted daisies.
The bridesmaids were Misses
Linda and Leslie Bellini, cousins of
the bride from Jersey City, New
,Jersey, and Sally Ann Pirtle, sister
of the groom. They wore gowns of
Nile green, designed like that of the
maid of honor, and carried bouquets
of green tulle encrusted with white
painted daisies.
Billy Pirtle served his brother as
best man. Groomsmen and ushers
were Jerry A. Page of Lincoln
Park, Michigan; Kevin Hackett,
brother of the bride, and Phillip
Andrews of Fulton.
For her daughter's wedding Mrs.
Hackett chose a sillt ensemble in a
delicate shade of aqua. Her hat and
accessories complimented her dress
and she wore an orchid carsage.
Mrs. Pirtle chose a handsome
frock of pink brocaded net, with
matching accessories. Her corsage
was of pink throated cymbidium
orchids.
Following the wedding, Mr. and
Mrs. Hackett entertained with a
wedding reception at the Fulton
Country Club. Centering the table
was a three-tiered wedding cake
decorated in pale yellow. Three-
branched candelabra were set at an
angle to show the cake.
The serving table was centered
with a tall five-branched candel-
abra, holding tall white tapers. The
tables were covered with floor-
length cloths of net over taffeta,
with bows of yellow satin ribbon
placed at intervals.
Serving at the reception were
Miss Sharon Wooten of Mayfield,
Miss Harriet Williams of Leitch-
field, Mrs. Fred Wright of Russell-
ville and Miss Judy Hoodenpyle of
Fulton. Mrs. Dan Warlich presided
at the register.
For the wedding trip to New
Orleans, the bride wore a tent
dress made of voile with blue pat-
tern design. Her accessories were
white leather and she wore the
orchid from her bridal bouquet.
Among 'the out-of-town guests
were: Mrs. Lowell B. Council and
Tony of Covington, Tenn.; Tommy
Reed of Memphis; James C. Reed
of Miami, Fla.; David Reed, Miss
Cindy Vincent, Mr. and Mrs. A. B.
Reed of Martin; Mr. and Mrs. Lane
Mullins, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wooten
of Mayfield; Miss Harriet Williams
of Leitchfield; Miss Elaine Jenkins
and Miss Sherry Richardson of Lou-
isville; Mr. Fred Wright of Russell-
ville, Ky.; Miss Martha Pitts of
Murray; Mrs. Hazel McNeily of
Aurora, Ky.; Miss Patty Voyles of
Olney, Ill.; Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
Qualls and granddaughter, Mar-
garet, of Grosse Point, Mich.; Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Pearcy and Corky of
New Albany, Ind.; Mr. Dan War-
lich of Indianapolis, Ind.; Mr. and
Mrs. L. Bellini, Mrs. Amelia J.
Forsyth of Jersey City, N. Y.; Mr.
and Mrs. John Berbrich of Bay
Shore, Long Island, N. Y.; John T.
Berbrich of Washington, D. C., Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred Fastove of Hew-
lett, New York.
'Following the rehearsal of the
Pirtle-Hackett wedding party, Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Reed and Mr. and
Mrs. Seldon Reed were hosts and
hostesses at a beautifully planned
057/.0.1 033... 99[1:711.1 
Sure . .. you're tired of being just another
'number ... we all are! BUT .. at the
Wonderful 'iToodner Hotel, from registration
to eheek out you enjoy an individuality so
scarce today. You're YOU ... not just
another number. We much prefer the real live
person to the number any day. We think you'll
like it better, too. Try it some time, won't you!!
REGENCY ROOM—For Excellent Cocktails, Din
ing, Dancing
THE BEVERLY LOUNGE
rearomemarm
ODNER HOTEL
Tidephone: HUdson 3-4400
Toletypc 202-965-0506
SUS SIXTEENTH STREET, 
NORTHWEST
WASHINGTON, D.C. "We
Mr. and Mrs.
seated dinner at the First Methodist
Church.
The bride's table was centered
with a handsome arrangement,
carrying out the wedding theme.
Each place was marked with an
attractive bridal place card.
The buffet holding the food was
centered with a silver bowl of
beautiful roses. A most delicious
mneu was arranged for the guests.
Following the dinner, Mr. Pirtle
and Miss Hackett presented gifts
to members of the bridal party.
Attending, in addition to the hosts
and hostesses, were: Mr. Pirtle and
Miss Hackett, Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
liam Peter Hackett, Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Pirtle, Mr. and Mrs. Billy
David Pirtle
Photo Courtesy Gardner's Studio
Pirtle, Miss Sally Pirtle, Mr. Kevin
Hackett, Miss Pam Pirtle, Jim
Reed, Don Reed, Mr. and Mrs. Don
Campbell, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Page, Mr. Phillip Andrews, Mr.
and Mrs. Ladd Stokes, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Van Doren,
Rev. and Mrs. Lowell Council,
Rev. and Mrs. Kimball Coburn,
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Tripp,
John Berbrich, Mrs. Amelia J.
Forsyth, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Fastove, Miss Dorothy Mangels,
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Carter and Miss
Judy Hoodenpyle, John Reed,
Brenda Barker, Jim and Nancy
Bushart.
Miss Judith Burto
Her Wedding Plans
Miss Judith Anne Burton is an-
nouncing plans for her marriage to
Ronald L. Stevens, which will be
next Saturday, August nineteenth,
at three o'clock in the afternoon in
the parlor of the First Baptist
Church in Fulton.
The double ring ceremony will be
performed by the Reverend Frank
Miller of Milford, Ohio, husband of
the bride's cousin, in the presence
of the immediate families.
A program of nuptial music will
be presented by Mrs. Stephen
n Makes Known
To Ronald Stevens
Finch, organist, cousin of the bride.
The bride, who will be given in
marriage by her father, has chosen
Mrs. Douglas Coakley, a sorority
sister, as her matron of honor and
only attendant.
Serving as best man will be Rich-
ard J. Stevens, father of the groom.
Jim Burton, brother of the 'bride,
will serve as usher.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack T. Burton will
be host and hostess at a reception
in the church parlor immediately
following the ceremony.
Tommy Faye Kilpatrick Weds
David James In Church Ceremony
The marriage of Miss Tommy
Faye Kilpatrick, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs._ Thomas Euin Kilpatrick
of Union City, and Lt. David
Wayne James, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Ethriclgh William James of Hick-
man, is of interest in this area.
The double ring ceremony was
performed Sunday, August 6, in the
Second Baptist Church at Union
City, with Dr. H. H. Boston officiat-
ing.
Miss Deedy Thomasson was
maid-of-honor to the bride, and
bridesmaids were rs. Don Driver,
Miss Lynn McAdoo, Miss Ann Clark
Houser and Miss Blanche O'Ban-
non. Billy Joe James attended his
brother as best man. Usher-grooms-
men were Bud Halterman, Charles
Mikel, Joe Cole and Early Wayne
Bradshaw.
The couple will live at Fort Hen-
ning, Georgia, where the bride-
groom, a second lieutenant in the
United States Army, will be sta-
tioned. Before entering the service,
Mr. James was associated with E.
W. James and Sons Supermarket.
Yellowstone
outsells your
Bourbon here
in Kentucky,
the home
of Bourbon.
It's worth a
try, isn't it?
6 years old.
90 PROOF
4" $1"5/5 OT Ill PT
Kentucky Straight Bourbon. 90 Proof a 100 Proof Bottled-I
n-Bond.
Yellewstone Distillery Co.. Louisville, Kentucky,
Paula Bell To Wed
Ronald Covington
The engagement of Miss Paula
Bell to Ronald C. Covington has
been announced by her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Bell of South
Fulton.
Mr. Covington is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Basil Covington of Dres-
den, Tennessee.
Miss Bell, a 1967 graduate of
South Fulton High School, is em-
ployed at the Volunteer General
Hospital at Martin, Tennessee.
Mr. Covington was graduated
from Lakeview High School in Chi-
cago, served four years in the
United States Air Force, and is now
employed at the Milan, Tennessee,
arsenal.
The wedding will take place in
October.
The Misses Lowe
Have Family Visitors
On Sunday, August 6, Mr. and
Mrs. T. W. Lowe, of Christian
County, Ky., and Mr. and Mrs.
Louis Wallis and daughter, Julia
Ann, of Memphis, were visitors of
Misses Catherine and Lee Ella
-Lowe and other relatives in Fulton.
About 2:30 in tne arternoon Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Herrimann and
children, Charles, Jr., and Peggy
Ann, arrived for a week's visit.
Mrs. Herrimann is the former Miss
Roxe Aim Lowe.
This week the Misses Lowe are
expecting a visit from Mr. and Mrs.
T. W. Lowe, Jr., and children, Ron-
ny and Pattie, of Chicago.
ME HAPFY GOODMAN FAMILY
The Happy Goodman family of
Madisonville, Ky., will appear at
the South Fulton school Thursday
night, August 24, at eight o'clock,
for an evening of gospel singing.
The program is being sponsored by
the South Fulton Methodist Church
and proceeds will go for the build-
ing fund.
Tickets may be purchased in ad-
vance from any member of the
church, adults $1.25, children un-
der twelve years of age 50e.
Tickets purchased at the door are
$1.50 for adults and 75e for children
under twelve.
Happy Birthday
The News takes pleasure in wash-
ing "Happy Birthday" to the fol-
lowing friends:
August 18: Phillip Bradley, Win
Whitnel; August 19: Mrs. John
Bowers, Dulcie Wilson t August 20:
Mrs. Edna Ballow, Ken Houston,
Vicki Jetton; August 21: Lana
Hutchins;
August 22: Randall Brown, Di-
anne Sharp, Lorette Lee Stow;
August 23: Cathy Campbell, Mrs.
Billie Gore, James Meacham; Aug-
ust 24: Teresa Jane Fields, Rene
Yates.
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Area Lovelies Have Opportunity
To Be Miss Kentucky, Miss America
Residents of the Fulton area can
some day hope to see one of its
lovely young ladies compete for the
coveted title of Miss Kentucky, and
even Miss America.
Because the Paducah Night
Lion's Club has expanded the area
of its franchise for the Miss Ken-
tucky Pageant, young ladies meet-
ing the requirements are urged to
compete in the contest to be spon-
sored7by the organization on Sep-
tember 7 at the Arcade Theatre in
Paducah.
The contest committee today re-
leased these requirements for par-
ticipation in the program. An offici-
al entry blank is being published in
this week's News.
Entrant must be of good charac-
ter and possess poise, personality,
intelligence, charm and beauty of
face and figure.
Entrant must oe single and never
have been married, divorced, or
had marriage annulled.
Entrant must be a resident of
Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
Graves, Hickman, Livingston,
Lyon, Marshall or McCracken
Counties for the past six months.
This rule is only waived for con-
testants whose residence is out of
the city or state, but who is a col-
lege or university student in city
where pageant is held and at time
the pageant is held.
Entrant must be 18 by September
1, 1968, approximate date of the
National Miss America Pageant.
Entrant must possess and display
in a maximum of three minutes a
Talent presentation. This talent
may be singing, dancing, playing
a musical instrument, dramatic
reading, art display, dress design-
ing, creative poetry, writing, etc.,
or she may give a talk on the ca-
reer she wishes to pursue including
teaching, nursing, law, medicine,
business, etc.
Entrant may be either amateur
or professional.
Entry 'blank maybe secured bs
writing to:
Vince Genovese
Paxton Park G. C.
Paducah, Ky.
SHOP LOCAL STORES FIRST I I I
TV
SERVICE
REPAIRS
Antennas Installed
ROPER
TELEVISION
306 Main Phone 472-3643
OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANK
MISS AMERICA PAGEANT
SPONSORED BY PADUCAH NIGHT LIONS CLUB
Name in Full
Address
Parent's Name
Education:
High School Year Graduated
College  Years Attended
Special training in music, dramatics, dancing, etc.
Date of Birth
Phone
Scholarship Information: I would like to further my education
at
Talent
Adjacent to
Municipal Airport
on Interstate 70
!Vt. Louis...
THE
HILTON INN
IS A
HONEYMOON
HIDE-AWAY!
Hide away in a luxurious chalet on our
12 acres ... adjacent to the Municipal
Airport. There's tennis and shuffle board
courts and a swimming pool. You'll love
your "honeyroom", complete with patio
or balcony, gift bottle of champagne
and snack in your room. Munch a com-
plimentary brunch for two ...and take
your actual registration card and a room
key as souvenirs when you leave. Yours
for just $24.50 a night.
gAa CALL 314-426-5500
or write for Honeymoon Brochure, or for ac$
vance, private reservations. Hilton Inn, P.O.
Box 6127 Lambert Field Brandt St Louis.
Light out
for the FUN 
-Keti 
- ,
at the High-Flpn
_
7; , l\'
ucky .
......--------6'
STATE FAIR •
„..4111u....
August 17-26 ,...::
AUGUST 21-26, MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
World's Championship Horse Show
Free Matinees 1:30 Daily
(except Thurs.)
Evening Performances 7:30 p.m.
Fairgrounds Coliseum
AUGUST 17, THURSDAY
City-County All-Star Football
8 p.m. — Fairgrounds Stadium
AUGUST 18-20, FRIDAY, SAT., SUN.
Tommy Steiner Championship Rodeo
Starring Dale Robertson
8 p.m. Friday; 3:30 & 8 p.m. Saturday;
1:30 & 4:30 p.m. Sunday
Fairgrounds Coliseum
AUGUST 25, FRIDAY
The Eddy Arnold Show
Starring
Eddy Arnold & New Vaudeville Band
8 p.m. — Fairgrounds Stadium
AUGUST 21, MONDAY
Free Country & Western Show
Starring Porter Waggoner
8 p.m. — Fairgrounds Stadium
AUGUST 26, SATURDAY
The Pat Boone Show
Starring
Pat Boone & Stitch Henderson
8 p.m. — Fairgrounds Stadium
FREE FIREWORKS DISPLAY EVERY NIGHT! 
DOLLAR-A-CARLOAD HOURS DAILY 111. 10 ILIL
FREE BIG TOP CIRCUS EVERY DAY. WOODL
AND & CRAFTS IN ACTION EXHIBITS HAIM
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Deaths
DeWitt Ramsey
DeWitt Ramsey died Sunday af-
ternoon, August 13, in the Baptist
Hospital at Memphis, following a
long illness.
Funeral services were held Tues-
day, August 15, in the White-Ran-
son Funeral Home at Union City,
with Rev. Hilliard, Rev. Dan Un-
derwood and Rev. Lawrence Ed-
ward Smithmier officiating. Burial
was in Chapel Hill Cemetery.
Mr. Ramsey, 58, is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Estelle Ramsey of
Route 2, Fulton; two sons, Sgt. Ed-
ward Ramsey of Murfreesboro and
Donnie Ramsey of South Fulton;
one daughter, Mrs. Fred Elam of
Marietta, Ga.; one sister, Mrs.
Ethel Scott of South Fulton, and
eight grandchildren.
WE RENT - - -
Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE TURN. CO.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky.
Parts For All Cedric
Shavers At:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
Loney Anderson
Funeral services for Loney An-
derson were held last Friday, Aug-
ust 11, in Hornbeak Funeral Home
chapel, with Bro. William Wood-
son, pastor of the Oak Grove
Church of Christ officiating. Burial
was in Oak Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Anderson, 74, died Wednes-
day; August 9, in Fulton Hospital,
following an extended illness.
He was born in Obion County,
but lived most of his life in Hick-
man County. He was a retired
farmer. He was a member of Oak
Grove Church of Christ and a for-
mer elder.
Surviving are his wife; two sons,
James Anderson of Fulton and Har-
old Anderson of Detroit; one dau-
ghter, Mrs. Cecil Alderdice of
Mayfield; three sisters, Mrs. Willie
Rhodes of Poplar Bluff, Mo., Mrs.
Leo Allen of St. Louis, and Mrs.
Pauline Myatt of Lincoln, Ill., sev-
eral grandchildren and several
great grandchildren.
Mrs. Phillip Jones
Funeral services for Mrs. Philip
Jones were held on August 10 in
the West Baptist Church at Hick-
man, with Rev. Melvin Wagner of-
ficiating. Burial, in charge of
Barrett Funeral Home, was in Hick-
man City Cemetery.
Mrs. Jones, 19, died in Chicago
on Sunday, August 6. She was the
former Miss Judy Ann Kettler, a
native of New York City. Mr. and
Mrs. Jones formerly resided on
Route 4, Hickman, and moved to
Chicago a short time ago.
In addition to her husband, she
is survived by her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. William Kettler, and two sis-
ters, Vicki and Kitti, all of New
York City.
Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS
1. Performs
5. High
mountain
8. Window
section
12. Booty
13. Ocean
14. Shortening
15. Roads for
, rpeedy
traffic
18. Musical
drama
19. Sows
20. Printers'
measures
22. Exist
23. Dad
2:i. Owns
23. Arch
enclosures
31. Aluminum
sulfate
33. Likely
34. Strike
35. Storytellers ag. Squall
38. Nooks 52. Fury
39. Pronoun 53. Sun
4"). Golf mound 54.Unmilled
41. Nevertheless "rice
Produce 55. Wings
Track 56. Watch
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Answers on
ON PAGE EIGHT
Don't Peekl
57. Observes
DOWN
1. Too
2. Strategem
23. Method
24. Snakes
25. Hurt
26. Succulent
plant
3. European 27. Total
shark 29. Monkey
4. Cubic meter 30. Man's name
5 Shade tree 32. Afternoon
6. Hawaiian performance
wreaths 36. Require
7. Elaborate 37. Biblical
display , name
8. Cosmetics - 42. Topical head
9. Expression 43. Hindu age
of pity 44. Fall
10. Napoleon's 46. Afar
aide 47. Grant
11. Goddess • 48. Goddess
of dawn of discord
16. Male sheep 49. —la la!
17 Flock 50. Man's
21. Without nickname
space 51. Cunning
Refreshing the Nation's Economy
What is the brewing industry worth to the American
economy? Reckon it in billions. Here are some of our
annual outlays, in round numbers:
Excise taxes (federal, state, local) ....$1.4 Billion
Agricultural purchases (grains, etc.)  $215 Million
Packaging purchases
(wood, paper, metal) $550 Million
Salaries and wages $2.5 Billion
ON THESE FOUR ITEMS ALONE—MORE THAN $4 BILLION
The Breweries of America Pump Constant Refreshment
Into the American Economic System.
UNITED STATES BREWERS ASSOCIATION, INC.
P. 0. Box 22187, Louisville, Kentucky 40222
WIllurrn K. Ruddle died in the
Obion County General Hospital last
Sunday, August 13, following an
illness of several months.
Funeral services were held Tues-
day, August 15, in White-Ranson
Funeral Home with Rev. George
M. Horton, pastor of the Second
Baptist Church in Union City, of-
ficiating. Burial was in East View
Cemetery.
Mr. Ruddle, 76, was born in Win-
go, the son of the late Newton and
Ada Perry Ruddle. He attended
school in Kentucky and Tennessee.
He was employed in the Signal De-
partment of the Illinois Central
Railroad August 24, 1918, and re-
tired as a signal maintainer Sep-
tember 16, 1959. Most of his em-
ployment with the Railroad was in
Mayfield. He moved to Union City
seven years ago.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Ave
Darnell Ruddle, and one son, Guy
R. Ruddle, of Union City; one dau-
ghter, Mrs. J. D. Edwards of Mt.
Clement, Michigan; two brothers
H. W. Ruddle of Fulton and J. E.
Ruddle of Mayfield, one grandson
and one great granddaughter, both
of Union City.
Mrs. Bessie Workman
Mrs. Bessie Workman died last
Saturday, August 12, in the Alexing-
ton Brothers Hospital at Chicago,
following a long illness.
Funeral services were held on
August 16 in Jackson 'Funeral Home
chapel, with Rev. Cayce Pentecost,
of Dresden, officiating. Burial was
in Workman's Cemetery.
Mrs. Workman, 77, was born in
Weakley County, near Palmersville,
the daughter of the late Jack and
Lucy Morris Adkins. She was a
member of Blooming Grove Mis-
sionary Baptist Church near Pal-
mersville.
Surviving are two sons, Wayne
Workman of Route 2, Dukedom,
and Robert Workman of Chicago;
one daughter, Mrs. Dan Watson of
Chicago; three brothers, Dalton Ad-
kins of South Fulton, James and Eli
Adkins of Lansing. Mich., nine
grandchildren and six great-grand-
children.
Joe Claud Taylor
Joe Claud Taylor died last Thurs-
day morning in Haws Memorial
Nursing Home in Fulton, following
a long illness.
Funeral services were held Sat-
urday afternoon, August 12, in
VVIiitnel Funeral Home chapel, with
Rev. Jewel McGary officiating.
Burial was in Shady Grove ceme-
tery.
Mr. Taylor, 77, was a retired
farmer of Obion County. He was
a native of Weakley County, Tenn.,
the son of the late Tom C. and
Mary Stark Taylor, and was a
member of the Harris Station Bap-
tist Church.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Alvie
Yates Taylor, Route 4, Fulton; two
sons. Paul and Omar Taylor, of
Baton Rouge, La.; two daughters,
Mrs. Charles Hicks and Mrs. Char-
les Sheridon, of Baton Rouge; one
brother, Roy Taylor, of Route 4,
Fulton; ten grandchildren and six
great grandchildren.
Roy Robert Wade
Funeral services for Roy Robert
Wade were held Saturday, August
12, in Hornbeak Funeral Home,
with Rev. J. R. Crump and Rev.
Gerald Stowe officiating. Burial
was in the Cayce Ceemtery.
Mr. Wade, 64, died in the Obion
County General Hospital at Union
City on Thursday, August 10.
He was a well-known farmer of
Cayce and a resident of Route 4,
Hickman, and was the son of the
late Walter and Zena Wade. He was
a member of the Cayce Methodist
Church.
SureViving are his wife, Mrs. Mar-
garet McClellan Wade of Fulton;
one son, Cecil Wade of Fulton; one
step
-son, James A. Workman of Pa-
ducah; two grandchildren, two
step
-grandchildren, two brothers
and one sister.
Hopeful
The dentist told the millionsaire
Texas oil man that his teeth were
in perfect condition . . "But I
feel lucky today," pleaded the
Texan. "Drill anyway."
ELLIS PARK RACES
38 - Day Summer Meeting
JULY 22 thru. SEPTEMBER 4, Inc.
8 RACES DAILY — Except 9 Races
on Wednesday's, Thursday's, Sat.
urday's 8. Labor Day
TRACK LOCATED BETWEEN
Evansville, Ind., 8. Henderson, Ky.
on U. S. Highway No. 41 at Twin
Bridges.
POST TIME: 2 P. M.
Daylight Saving Time
No Charge For Parking
Air
-Conditioned Club House
JAMES C. EL.LIS PARK
Operated By
DADE PARK JOCKEY CLUB, Inc.
Paducah
Anna Ill.
Anna, Ill.
Fillies
Fulton Fillies
Cape Gir.
Herschel Whitlock HOSPITAL NEWS
Funeral services for Herschel
Whitlock were held Wednesday,
August 16, in Hopkins and Brown
Funeral Home at Clinton, with Rev.
T. Y. Smithmier and Rev. Julian
Warren officiating. Burial was in
Clark Cemetery.
Mr. Whitlock, 53, died suddenly
Monday, August 14. He was strick-
en at his home on Route 1, Clinton,
and was pronounced dead upon ar-
rival at Hillview Hospital.
He was the owner of the A & W
Grocery Store at Fulham.
Surviving are his widow, Mrs.
Hazel Whitlock, and one daughter,
Pam Whitlock, of Route 1, Clinton;
one son, Danny Whitlock of St.
Louis; two brothers, Audrey Whit-
lock of Clinton and E. J. Whitlock
of Route 1, Fulton, and one grand-
st.u.
• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mn. Carey Melds
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. True and
children, of New Florence, Mo.,
have been on vacation and were by
to visit grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Grover True, enroute home Satur-
day night. They had a nice visit
while here, motoring home Sunday.
Rev. Russell Rogers filled his
regular appointment at New Salem
Baptist Church the past Sunday at
11 a. m. The evening worship will
be devoted -to singing, class and
congregational, which is held on
each second Sunday night. The pub-
lic is invited, also singers from
everywhere. The attendance in-
creases each month on this date.
"Get Well" wishes are sent to
Mrs. Rufus Lowery, who remains a
patient in Fuller-Morgan Hospital.
She hasn't made as quick recovery
as all relatives and friends had
hoped. Everyone wishes she will
respond to treatment and soon be
on the upward trend.
Mrs. Elmer Jones held a sale at
her home, near here, the past Sat-
urday, selling most of her house-
hold furnishings. A very large
crowd attended the sale. Rupert
Ainley was auctioneer. Mrs. Jones
sold her house and lot to Mrs. Rob-
ertson, the mother of Ray Robert-
soin. Mrs. Robertson moved in Sat-
urday, coming here from Fulton.
We welcome her to our locality.
Mrs. Willie Bynum suffered a
stroke at the home of her son,
Bruce Bynum, near State Line
Road, and is now a patient in a
Mayfield hospital. Mrs. Bynum is
the wife of the late George Bynum
and all friends hope she will soon
be restored to former health and be
able to return home.
Mrs. James McClure is a patient
in Hillview Hospital, receiving
treatment. MI friends wish for a
soon complete recovery.
Over at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Grover True, they enjoyed a
fresh strawberry pie the post week,
since the strawberries are making
a second crop. Plants are blooming
profusely at this writing. What
could be nicer than to just go out
and pick delicious ripe strawberries
at this season?
Mrs. Dave Mathis, of our village,
remains about the same. She is up
a portion of the time, but remains
under medication. We hope she will
be feeling much better soon.
RECEIVE MASTER'S DEGREES
George Norvil Chambers of South
Fulton and Mrs. J. P. Yates of
Union City received their master's
degrees in ceremonies last Friday
at Murray State University.
VOLUNTEERS TO MEET
Mrs. Glynn Bushart is requesting
all Red Cross volunteers to meet at
The Derby next Tuesday, August
22, at 9 a. m., for new schedules.
BARGAINS ARE BEST HERE 1 I I
The following were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
August 16:
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mrs. Otis Bizzle, Louis Holley, Tre-
-man Hill, Preston Eddington, Mrs.
Elizabeth Shankle, Glenn Venekla-
sen, James SIllman, James P. Rob-
erts, Mrs. Dempsey Barber, Joe
Weaver Hill, Fulton; Mrs. Russell
Boaz, Miss Flaudie Wheeler, Mrs.
John R. Cruce, Paul Wade, Mrs.
Bernice Long, Mrs. Kenneth Sterl-
ing, L. A. Simpson, Paula Long,
Mrs. Chuck Beard, South Fulton;
Duren McCall, Mrs. Lavada Mc-
Clure, Dukedom; Mrs. Jerry Cas-
tleman, Mrs. W. C. Hale, Hickman;
Mrs. Jackie Boyd, Water Valley;
Ellison Nall, Route 1, Clinton; Mrs.
Carol Coultas, Obion; Mrs. J. P.
Owen, Wing°, Linda Pearce, Route
1, Wingo; Gardner Dainron, mar-
tin.
FULTON HOS'ITAL
Mr. and Mrs. David Golden, Mrs.
Daisy Bard, Lowell New, Luchen
Pulley, Lawson Roper, Mrs. Mary
E. Jones, Mrs. Nettie Miller, Mrs.
Marguerite Stephens, Mrs. Harvey
Maddox, Miss Inez Bamford, Ronnie
Homra, Mrs. Elizabeth Randle,
Fulton; Mrs. Margaret McGuire,
Maurice Bishop, Mrs. Dora Kib-
bler, South Fulton; Teresa Perry,
Mrs. Dalton Perry, Judy Cox, Imo-
gene Cunningham, Mrs. Pearl
Gwynn, Leroy Beard, Route 1, Ful-
ton; Mrs. Ella B. Mizell, Route 2,
Fulton; Mrs. Joan Band, Route 3,
Fulton; N. C. Dalton, Route 5, Ful-
ton; Sue Ann and Robbin Amos,
Clinton; Mrs. Nell Bugg, Route 2,
Clinton; Milton Dodds, Cecil Shaw,
Hickman; Fred McCord, Route 4,
Hickman; Mrs. Ida Bennett, Route
1, Dukedom; Mrs. Mabel Laird,
Route 2, Dukedom; Verlie Nichols,
Crutchfield; Mrs. Attie Morgan,
Mrs. Opal Jones, Water Valley;
Mrs. Grace Gardner, Route 1, Wa-
ter Valley; Mrs. Delia Burcham,
Route 4, Union City; Harvey
Vaughn, Route 3, Martin; Mrs.
Ginnie Turner, Palmersville; Ern-
est 0. Berry, Oakton.
Any boy or girl between 9 and 19
years of age can participate in 4-11.
Charles Walker, Jr.
Receives Scout Award
Charles Walker, Jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Walker, Sr., of
Fulton, was one of the Boy Scouts
earning -the coveted Adventure
Award at the XII World Jamboree,
held in Tarragut State Park, Idaho,
from 'August 1 to 9. This award in-
cluded requirements related to
bringing Scouts together from dif-
ferent countries.
"A fun-filled lesson in interna-
tional understanding" is the de-
scription given -by the seven
Scouts of the Four Rivers Council
who attended the jamboree.
This World Jamboree was the
first to be hosted by the Boy Scouts
of America and brought together
13,000 Scouts.
Scouts from the Four Rivers
Council who attended are available
to tell of their experiences before
any community group. Requests
may be made by calling the Four
Rivers Council, 443-6269 in Padu-
cah, or by writing to 1501 Broad-
way in Paducah.
Susan Walker A Kappa Delta Pi
Susan Walker, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Jess Walker and a senior
at Murray State University, was
recently initiated into Kappa Delp&
Pi, a national honor society in edu-
cation. Susan is also a member of
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority.
SOUTHERN STATES ROBBED
Southern States Co-Operative in
South Fulton was robbed during the
past week end when thieves gained
entry through a back window and
took a total of $217 in currency plus
some change from the safe. Noth-
ing else is reported missing.
Complete Roof
Planned Protection
See us for - - -
Your Insurance Needs
Rice Agency
Fulton 472-1341
CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma-
chine and electric Boor polisher
and electric vacuum cleaner. Ex-
change Furniture Co.
TV ANTENNAS: We install —
Trade-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 472-3643. Roper Television.
WANTED 'ID BUY: Small farm,
prefer no house, south or west of
Fulton. Also, wooded building lot.
Will buy either or both. Box 11,
Water Valley, Ky.
EXECUTOR'S NOTICE
All persons having claims against
the estate of E. H. Rushing will
present same, properly proven,
with the undersigned executor with-
in three months from the publica-
tion of this notice, and all persons
owing said estate will please settle
said indebtedness.
Charles W. Rushing, Execupter
Route 4, Clinton, Ky.
SUNSET DRIVE-IN
between Martin and Union City
Thurs. - Fri. - Sat. 17-1111-19
DOUBLE FEATURE
Starts At Dusk
FRED McMURRAY
The Shaggy Dog
And
Absent Minded Professor
Sunday - Monday, August 20-21
DOUBLE FEATURE
Starts At Dusk
You've Gotta Be Smart
And
JERRY LEWIS
Cinder Fella
Tuesday • Wednesday, Aug. 22-23
l',OUBLE FEATURE
Starts At Dusk
Stagecoach
And
CoRNELL WILDE
Naked Prey
FULTON, KENTUCKY
GIRLS SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT
AUGUST 7 — AUGUST 12, 1967
Tournament Manager, Virgil Yates
Fulton Ind.
Paducah Heathens
Colt All-Stars
Anna, Ill.
Fulton Fillies
Murray
Arlington
Cape Girardeau
THE FIZZLE FAMILY 
I LOVE OUR
GREAT WEST
AND AU. rit
SPLENDORS!
WAIT'LL
10U SEE
11-IE NEXT
516..4HT!
41,14
Winner
Fillies
By H. T. Elmo
(IT REMINDS ME OF
THE TIME YOU TRIED
TO FIX "Ti-IE KITCHEN
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NOTICE
A hearing will be held beginning at 1:30 o'clock
p. m., EST, August 25, 1967, by the Public Service
Commission of Kentucky at its office in Frankfort,
Kentucky, in case No. 4919 as to the reasonableness
of the following rate changes which the Hickman-.
Fulton Counties Rural Electric Co-Operative Corpor-
ation of Hickman, Kentucky proposes to place into
effect upon final approval by the Commission as to
all its members:
OUTDOOR LIGHTING RATE
-SCHEDULE L-2
AVAILABILITY
Available for outdoor lighting service for a term of not less than one
year for street lighting systems, park lighting, signal systems, athletic field
lighting installations (on an off-peak basis), and outdoor lighting for inch-
vicksal customers.
PAYMENT
The rates set forth below are net, the gross rates being 10 percent higher.
In the event the current monthly bill is not paid within 10 days from date of
bill, the gross rates shall apply.
Service under this schedule is subject to Rules and Regulations of Dis-
tributor.
PART A
-RATES FOR STREET AND PARK LIGHTING,
SIGNAL SYSTEMS, AND ATHLETIC FIELD
LIGHTING INSTALLATIONS
I. ENERGY CHARGE'
First 250 kilowatt-hours per month at 3.10 cents per kwh
Next 750 kilowatt-hours per month at 2.10 cents per kwh
Next 1,000 kilowatt-hours per month at 1.10 cents per kwh
Next 98,000 kilowatt-hours per month at 0.90 cent per kwh
Excess over 100,000 kilowatt-hours per month at 0.80 cent per kerb
The customer's bill for energy each month will be increased or decreas-
ed by 0.10 mill per kwh for each 0.10 mill or major fraction thereof by
which TVA's fossil and nuclear fuel expense per kwh sold by TVA as
determined by TVA from its records exceeded or was less than 1.45
mills, respectively, during the most recently completed fiscal year end-
ing with June. Each adjustment made pursuant to this paragraph shall
be effective for 12 consecutive monthly billings beginning with the first
bill rendered from meter readings taken after August 1 of the calendar
year in which each such fiscal year ends, notwithstanding anything
herein which might be construed to the contrary.
•For athletic field lighting, the energy charge Is subject to Distributor's
applicable surcharge.
IL INVESTMENT CHARGE
The annual investment charge shall be 12 percent of the installed cost to
Distributor's electric system of the facilities devoted to the lighting ser-
vice specified in this Part A. The investment charge will be recomputed
on July 1 of each year, or more often if substantial changes are made,
and one-twelfth of the total annual charge so computed will be billed to
the customer monthly. If any part of the facilities has not been provided
at the electric system's expense, the annual investment charge for such
part shall be only 6 percent of the installed cost of such part, except that
if the installed cost of any portion thereof is reflected on the books of
another municipality or agency or department the investment charge for
such portion will be 2 percent per annum and retirements and additions
thereto will be made by the electric system and charged to such other
municipality, agency, or department.
Athletic field lighting installations will be provided, owned, and maintain-
ed by and at the expense of the customer, except as Distributor may
agree otherwise In accordance with the provisions of the paragraph next
following in this Section II. The facilities necessary to provide service to
such installations shall be provided by and at the expense of Distributor's
electric system, and the annual investment charge provided for first
above in this Section II shall apply to the installed cost of such facilities.
When so authorized by policy duly adopted by Distributor's governing
board, athletic field lighting installations may be provided, owned, and
maintained by and at the expense of Distributor's electric system. Dis-
tributor may require reimbursement from the customer for a portion of
the initial cost of such installation and shall require payment by the cus-
tomer of an annual charge sufficient to cover all of Distributor's costs,
including appropriate overheads, of providing, operating, and maintain-
ing such installations. Said annual charge shall in no event be less than
12 percent and shall be in addition to the annual investment charge on
the facilities necessary to provide service to such installation as provid-
ed for in the preceding paragraph. Lamp replacements for athletic field
lighting installations provided under this paragraph shall be paid for un-
der the provisions of paragraph A in Section III.
III. LAMP REPLACEMENTS - STREET LIGHTING, PARK LIGHTING,
AND SIGNAL SYSTEMS
Customer shall be billed and shall pay for replacements as provided in
paragraph A below, which shall be applied to all service for street light-
ing, park lighting, and signal systems.
A. Distributor shall bill the customer monthly for such replacements
during each month at Distributor's cost of materials, including
appropriate storeroom expense.
B. die-twelfth of any excess of said material cost over the product
of the number of kilowatt-hours used for street lighting during
the fiscal year multiplied by 3 mills shall be billed to the cus-
tomer each month during the following fiscal year.
METERING
When the energy for street, park, and signal lighting service is metered
at more than one point, the readings shall be consolidated for billing pur-
poses. When the energy is not metered and also when a meter reading is
found to be in error, the energy for billing purposes shall be computed from
the rated capacity of the lamps plus 5 percent for losses, multiplied by the
number of hours of use.
OFF-PEAK PERIOD
Service to athletic field lighting installations shall be limited to an off-
peak period determined by Distributor, commencing no earlier than 7 p. m.
The customer may be permitted to use up to 10 percent (not to exceed 10
kilowatts) of the total installed lighting capacity prior to commencement of
the off-peak period, such use to be considered off-peak for billing purposes.
In the event the customer fails to restrict service in accordance with these
requirements, he shall be billed under the General Power Rate.
REVENUE AND COST REVIEW
Distributor's costs of providing service under this Part A are subject to
review at any time and from time to time to determine whether Distributor's
revenues from the charges being applied hereunder at that time are sufficient
to cover said costs. If any such review discloses insufficient revenues to cover
said costs, Distributor will, subject to TVA's approval, increase said then
current investment charges by an amount sufficient to cover said costs.
PART B-RATES FOR OUTDOOR LIGHTING TO
INDIVIDUAL CUSTOMERS
Rate Per Fixture
Type of Fixture Lamp Size Monthly Charge
Incandescent, open or enclosed globe Up to 200 watts $2.25
Incandescent, open or enclosed globe 200 to 350 wafts $2.50
Mercury 100 to 300 watts $3.00
Mercury 200 to 450 watts $4.00
Mercury 450 to 1,200 watts $7.50
This part is limited to service from standard street lighting fixtures
at locations designated by the customer. The fixtures shall be photoelectri-
cally controlled singly or in groups at the option of Distributor. If the num-
ber of poles required to be installed to serve the fixture or fixtures from
Distributor's nearest available source exceeds the number of fixtures to be
installed, a monthly charge of not more than 50 cents per pole shall be made
for such excess poles. When so authorized by policy duly adopted by Dis-
tributor's governing board, each monthly charge listed above may be reduc-
ed by an amount not to exceed 50 cents if the lighting fixture is installed on
a pole already in place. The foregoing rate is subject to revision on January
1 and July 1 of each year based on changes in costs of providing service un-
der this rate.
LAMP REPLACEMENTS
- Replacements of burned out lamps will be made in accordance
with schedules and replacement policies of Distributor without additional
charge to the customer.
RESIDENTIAL RATE, SCHEDULE R-2
AVAILABILITY
This rate shall apply only to electric service in a single private dwelling
and its appurtenances, the major use of which is for lighting and household
appliances, for the personal comfort and convenience of those residing there-
in. Private dwellings in which space is occasionally used for the conduct of
business by a person residing therein will be served under this rate. Where a
portion of a dwelling is used regularly for the conduct of business, the elec-
tricity consumed in that portion so used will be separately metered and billed
under the General Power Rate; if separate circuits are not provided by the
customer, service to the entire premises shall be billed under the General
Power Rate. This rate shall not apply to service to institutions such as clubs,
fraternities, orphanages or homes; recognized rooming or boarding houses;
or the space in an apartment or other residential building primarily devoted
to use as an office or studio for professional or other gainful purposes.
CHARACTER OF SERVICE
Alternating current, single or three-phase, 60 cycles. Voltage supplied
will be at the discretion of Distributor and will be determined by the voltage
available from distribution lines in the vicinity and/or other conditions.
RATE
First 60 kilowatt-hours per month at 3 cents per kilowatt-hour
Next 160 kilowatt-hours per month at 2 cents per kilowatt-hour
Next 205 kilowatt-hours per month at 1 cent per kilowatt-hour
Next 975 kilowatt-hours per month at 0.5 cent per kilowatt-hour
Excess over 1,400 kilowatt-hrs. per mo. at 0.75 cent. per kilowatt-hrs.
MINIMUM MONTHLY BILL
Not more than $1.50 per meter.
PAYMENT
Above rates are net, the gross rates being 10 percent higher. In the
event the current monthly bill is not paid within 10 days from date of bill, the-
gross rates shall apply.
SINGLE-POINT DELIVERY
The above rates are based upon the supply of service through a single
delivery and metering point, and at a single voltage. Separate supply for the
same customer at other points of consumption, or at different voltage shall be
separately metered and billed.
Service under this classification is subject to Rifles and Regulations of
Distributor.
GENERAL POWER RATE
-SCHEDULE C-2
AVAILABILITY
Available to commercial, industrial, governmental, and other customers
whose requirements are limited to firm power except those to whom service
Is available under the Residential or Outdoor Lighting Rates,
CHARACTER OF SERVICE
Alternating current, single or three-phase, 60 cycles. Power sold under A
below will be delivered at a voltage available in the vicinity or agreed to by
Distributor. Power sold under B below will be delivered at a transmission
voltage of 161 kv or, if such transmission voltage is not available, at the
highest voltage available in the vicinity, unless at the customer's request a
lower standard voltage is agreed upon.
RATE
A. If the customer's demand for the month or contract demand is not
more than 5,000 kilowatts:
DEMAND CHARGE: s•
First 50 kilowatts of demand per month, no demand charge
Excess over 50 kilowatts of demand per month, at $1.10 per kilowatt
ENERGY CHARGE:
First 100 kilowatt-hours per month at 3.20 cents per kwh
Next 400 kilowatt-hours per month at 2.10 cents per kwh
Next 1,000 kilowatt-hours per month at 1.06 cents per kwh
Next 1,500 kilowatt-hours per month at 0.86 cent per kwh
Next 12,000 kilowatt-hours per month at 117 cents per kwh
Next 25,000 kilowatt-hours per month at 0.62 cent per kwh
Next 60,000 kilowatt-hours per month at 0.41 cent per kwh
Next 400,000 kilowatt-hours per month at 0.31 cent per kwh
Additional energy 
 
 
0.29 cent per kwh
B. If the customer's demand for the month or contract demand is great-
er than 5,000 kilowatts:
DEMAND CHARGE:
First 75,000 kilowatts of demand per month, at $1.10 per kilowatt
Excess over 75,000 kilowatts of demand per month ,at $1.05 per kilo-
watt
Additional charge for any demand in excess of customer's contract
demand, at $1.10 per month per kilowatt
ENERGY CHARGE:
First 50,000,000 kilowatt-hours per month at 2.80 mills per kwh
Additional energy 2.75 mills per kwh
Facilities Rental Charges Applicable Under B Above
No facilities rental charge is applicable for delivery at 161 kv. For de-
livery at less than 161 kv, the customer will pay, in addition to all other
charges hereunder, a facilities rental charge of 15 cents per kw per month
for the first 10,000 kw of the customer's contract demand and 5 cents per kw
per month for the portion of contract demand which is in excess of 10,000 kw.
ADJUSTMENTS
The customer's bill for each month will be Increased or decreased by:
(1) 0.10 mill per kwh for each 0.10 mill or major fraction thereof by
which TVA's fossil and nuclear fuel expense per kwh sold by TVA as deter-
mined by TVA from its records exceeded or was less than 1.45 mills, respec-
tiyely, during the most recently completed fiscal year ending with June, and
(2) 5 cents per kw of billing demand for each 5 cents or major fraction
thereof by which TVA's cost of money (interest charges to operations plus re-
turn on the appropriation investment) per kw of the sum of the monthly bill-
ing demands of power sold by TVA as determined by TVA from its records
,exceeded or was less than 40 cents, respectively, during the most recently
completed fiscal year ending with June.
MINIMUM BILL
Under A above ,the minimum monthly bill for customers whose demand
has not exceeded 50 kw during the preceding 12 months shall not be less
than $1.50 and for all other customers shall not be less than $0.50 per kilowatt
of the highest demand during the preceding 12 months. Under B above, the
minimum monthly bill for demand and energy shall in no case be less than
$1.25 per kilowatt of the contract demand or any higher demand established
during the preceding 12 months. Distributor may require minimum bills
higher than those stated above.
SEASONAL SERVICE
Customers who contract for service on a seasonal basis shall be limited
to 1,500 kw and shall pay the above rates plus 10 percent of the bill computed
before any adjustments are applied. For such customers the "minimum
monthly bill" provided for above shall not apply. Instead, such customers
shall pay a minimum monthly bill of $5.00 so long as service is cut in, shall
pay a minimum annual bill which shall in no case be less than (a) 2 cents
per kilowatt-hour of the maximum monthly consumption for customers whose
demand does not exceed 50 kilowatts or (b) $6.00 per kilowatt of the maxi-
mum demand established for customers whose demand is over 50 kilowatts,
and shall pay in addition the actual cost of cut-ins and cut-outs in excess of
one of each per year.
CONTRACT REQUIREMENT
Distributor may require contracts for all service provided under this sch-
edule. Customersw hose demand exceeds 50 kilowatts will be required to ex-
edule. Customers whose demand exceeds 50 kilowatts will be required to es-
quires in excess of 5,000 kilowatts, the contract shall be for an initial term of
at least five years, and any renewal or extension of the initial contract shall
also be for a term of at least five years. The customer shall contract for his
maximum requirements and Distributor shall not be obligated to furnish
power in greater amount at any time than the customer's contract demand.
The contract with any customer may provide for minimum charges higher
than those stated above. If the customer uses any power other than that sup-
plied by Distributor under this rate, the contract may include other special
provisions. The rate schedule in any power contract will be subject to modi-
fication at any time upon agreement by Distributor and TVA.
SURCHARGE
Bills, including minimum bills and bills for seasonal service but exclud-
Each adjustment made pursuant to (1) and (2) above shall be effective
for 12 consecutive monthly billings beginning with the first bill rendered from
meter readings taken after August 1 of the calendar year in which each such
fiscal year ends, notwithstanding anything herein which might be construed
to the contrary.
ing any rental charges for facilities, are subject to Distributor's surcharge.
The surcharge will be based on a straight percentage of the bill computed
before any adjustments are applied.
DETERMINATION OF DEMAND
Distributor will measure the demands in kilowatts of all customers hav-
ing loads in excess of 50 kilowatts. The demand for any month shall be the
highest average load measured in kilowatts during any 30 consecutive min-
ute period of the month. However, if 85 percent of the highest average kva
measured during any 30 consecutive minute period for any load of 5,000 kva
or less (or 85 percent of the first 5,000 kva plus 95 percent of the remainder
of any load over 5,000 kva) is higher than the kw demand, such amount will
be used as the billing demand.
PAYMENT
Above rates, including surcharge, are net. In the event that any bill is
not paid within 10 days from date of bill, there shall be added to the bill an
amount equal to 10 percent on the first $250.00 of the bill plus one percent on
any portion of the bill exceeding $250.00. To any amount remaining unpaid
30 days after the date of the bill, there shall be added a penalty of one per-
cent and an additional one percent shall be added at the end of each succes-
sive 30-day period until the amount is paid in full.
SINGLE-POINT DELIVERY
The above rates are based upon the supply of service through a single
delivery and metering point, and at a single voltage. Separate supply for the
same customer at other points or at different voltage shall be separately
metered and billed.
Service is subject to Rules and Regulations of Distributor.
Hickman - Fulton Counties Rural Electric CO-Operative Corp.
Hickman, Kentucky
r
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Letter From Washington
by
Mrs. John Sherman Cooper
There is no other capitol in the
world where the ladies of the press
play as important a role as they do
'n Washington. These admirable
women are usually young, attrac-
tive and intellectual. They come
from every part of the United States
and have overcome, by their wit,
drive and ability the fierce com-
petition of their sisters and bro-
ilers in the newspaper world.
Eve Edstrom is an outstanding
member of this group. Many Ken-
tuckians know her as she came
straight from her graduation at
the University of Missouri to work
-at the Courier Journal on general
assignment. This was in July, 1945,
'aefore the war was over, -and there
were many opportunities for wo-
men as the men were still away at
war.
General assignment is a terrific
education. Eve covered everything
from city hall, floods, the Repub-
'icon side of the Senate campaign
where she met my husband, to the
Barkley wedding. On her first over-
seas assignment, she was sent to
England in 1950 to report on their
general election from a grass roots
loirA of view, and she toured the
countryside watching Jenny Lee
campaign.
She fell in love in Kentucky. Her
husband, Ed Edstrom was also a
young reporter at the Courier and
when he was transferred to Wash-
tigton, Eve came too. They were
married at Bob Riggs' house here
when he was head of the Courier
Journal Washington Bureau.
Then Eve went to work for the
Washington Post. The Post was the
•irst paper to give special coverage
o social and public welfare which
was a new field in 1951.
Eve began writing at the city
desk and then was promoted to the
national desk as she became known
for her serial articles and authori-
ty on this subject.
After Khruschev's visit to the
J. S., the Post sent Eve to the So-
:let Union to see how they were
doing in social welfare. She man-
aged to visit labor camps, homes
Or unmarried girls and study their
housing and retarded children pro-
;rams. She found the programs for
he very young and the very old
he most successful. The -prettiest
some was one for retired balle-
inas, the Russian's national heroin-
The old ballerinas each had the
imazing luxury of a room of their
non and the greatest still had a
tar on their doors.
In Washington through a series of
articles Eve was instrumental in
getting the Juvenile Court, which
dealt with emotionally disturbed
zthildren, open to the press. This
also resulted in a series of articles
:hat she wrote about the hungry
children in the District which was
:ollowed by Senate hearings. and
MRS JOHN SHERMAN COOPER
welfare reforms in 1957, which
brought about the first distribution
of surplus food for those in need.
Our heroine is the only women
reporter to w:n the top Guild Award 
three times. The Guild Award is
BLUE RIBBON HOPEFULS—Aiming for blue rib-
bons and a share of $19,500 in prize money provided
by the State for eight events, two young competitors
at a recent 4-H and FFA District Dairy Show at Shel-
byville compare entries. The eight shows scheduled
this summer are sponsored by the State Agriculture
Department, University of Kentucky 4-H Club De-
partment and the State FFA. Tommy McMillan, 21, of
Finchville, displays his seven-year-old Holstein pro-
duction cow. Janet Kalmey, 14, of Shelbyville Route
5, holds her animal, a two-year-old Holstein.
the greatest newspaper for
men and women in Washington.
During her news: per career she
has won 15 awards.
The Women's National Press Club
in Washington is the professional
organization in the Capital. No
other press club in the United
States has the same prestige be-
cause its members cover the news
from coast to coast. Every year
they elect a new President, and
Mrs. Edstrom has just finished the
term of June 1966 to June 1967. In-
cidentally, Ed Edstrom was elected
President of the National Press
Club in 1960 which makes the Ed-
stroms the only couple to be presi-
dent of both clubs.
Eve's greatest service during her
presidency was to obtain one of the
main objectives of the Women's
Press Club: to make certain wo-
men reporters have access without
a quota, to news making events
sponsored by other organizations.
That, of course, means the Nation-
al Press Club whose membership
is entirely masculine and it was
during President and Mrs. Marcos'
visit that Eve cracked the quota
tradition forever.
I have written you about the an-
nual Women's National Press
Club's dinner which is given at the
opening of Congress. I asked Eve
if she had had any awkward mo-
ments when she presided last year.
"My first one," she answered,
"when my best friend leaned over
to me and said, 'It's too bad, Eve,
your eyes just don't project.' "
Subscribe To The News
And get low station-to-station rates.
You save up to 35%
over person-to-person calls.
Start from the beginning ..start by
dialing "1". Then the area code, if it's
different from your own. Then the
phone number of the person you're
calling. That's all there is to dialing
station-to-station tong Distance calls direct
Can you think of an easier way to
save up to 35% every time you make
a Long Distance call?
Southern Bell
• •
OBION COUNTY
Joe Martin, County Agent
Union City, Tenn.
IOWA FARMERS WILL TOUR
OBION COUNTY
Next Sunday night 42 Clinton
County Iowa Beef Cattle Feeders
will arrive in Union City and on
Monday morning they will tour four
cattle farms in Obion County. The
Obion County farmers visited will
include: Parnell Garrigan, W. T.
Garrigan, Jr., Paul Grisham and
Sons, and James Foster. After
visiting the four cattle farms, the
Northwest Tennessee Feeder Calf
Association will treat the group to
a Reelfoot Lake style lunch at Reel-
foot Lake, and the group will visit
farms in Dyer and Crockett Coun-
ties that afternoon.
Clinton County Iowa is known as
the Prime Beef County and feeds
out more beef cattle than any other
county in the world. This is one of
the counties that a number of
Obion County farmers visited sev-
eral years ago.
ELECTRIC CORPORATION
MEETING NEXT THURSDAY
IT BEGAN "LIFE" WITH A $25
loan for a charter. Now it has as-
scats of $8.4 million and about 100
employes. It's something to cele-
brate, so Gibson County Electric
Membership Corporation which
sends TVA power out to 23,008 cus-
tomers and 2,715 miles of distribu-
tion lines in West Tennessee, will
observe its 31st birthday, Thursday,
August 17. The corporation serves
Gibson, Lake., Crockett and Obion
Counties and portions of Dyer,
Madison and Haywood Counties.
When we think about the Electric
Corporation being 31 years old, we
should remember that it was just a
few years ago that most of us in
this area had to depend on coal-oil
lamps and very few of the modern
conveniences that we all have to-
day. I cannot feature anyone want-
ing to go back to the so called
"Good Oi' Days".
Directors of the Gibson County
Electric Corp. from Obion County
are Arch Gultra, W. G. Dement, J.
M. Fisher, A. T. Cloar and Earnest
Maloney.
CONTROL CATTLE GRUBS
Between now and October is the
proper time to use systemic in-
secticides in controlling cattle
grubs. According to Claude Logan,
Jr., cattle buyer for Reelfoot Pack-
ing Company, cattle in the spring
that are free of grubs will bring at
least 50c more per hundred. On a
1,000 1-b. steer that amounts to
more than five dollars.
Cost for treating an animal at this
time of the year runs from 20 to 40
cents a head.
Two control materials are in
common use. One material is called
Co-Ral, the other Ruelene. These
materials can be applied as water
sprays. Ruelene can be applied by
the pour-on mix method. Mix ac-
cording to package directions. An-
other material, Ronnel, is mixed
with feed and fed a certain num-
ber of days according to directions.
Don't treat dairy animals with
Co-Ral within 14 days of freshing.
The waiting period for -Ruelene is
28 days for dairy and beef animals.
Do not use any of -the materials
on lactating dairy animals. Don't
treat sick animals, or animals un-
der stress.
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
August 17 - Annual Meeting -
Gibson County Electric Corp. -
Trenton.
August 21 - Iowa Farmers Tour -
Obion County.
August 23 - Cotton Field Day -
Ames Plantation.
Auginst 28 - September 2- OBION
COUNTY FMB.
FULTON COUNTY
Fulton County Junior 4-H Mem-
bers attending camp at Dawson
Springs, July 31st - August 4th,
were:
William Lee, Stanley Green,
Esther Jaycox, Theresa Amos,
Felice Patton, D. lyn Harvey,
Kathy Moore.
Campers participated and receiv-
ed certificates and patches in na-
ture, crafts, archery', boating, rifle,
electric, recreation, and swimming.
LET'S LOOK
IT OVER
By Gov. Edward T. Breathitt
FRANKFORT—
I urge all unregistered Kentuck-
ians qualified -by age and retidence
to register to vote in this year's
November 7 election of a governor
and otter state officials.
Besides the day of the general
election, itself, when you go to the
polls to exercise as Americans your
free choice of candidates, there are
two important preliminary dates to
keep in mind.
One is September 9. The other is
October 19. September 9 is the last
day to register to vote. October 19
is the last day to mail applications
for absentee ballots to the county
clerk.
These ballots are for the use of
persons who plan to be absent from
their counties on elec:ion day.
I am addressing my appeal both
to new voters and to older citizens
who have neglected to qualify by
registration to vote, or whose names
have been removed from the, regis-
tration bc._:.3 for some reason.
Statistic_ compiled by the State
Board of Registration and Purga-
tion show that, as of January 1,
1967, some 1,531,00 Oof Kentucky's
3,038,000 residents were registered
to vote.
It has been estimated Some 52,000
young Kentuckians reac' the
state's minimum vt'ing age of 18
every year. If you are 18 by elec-
tion day, you are eligible not only
to vote then, but also were eligible
to vote in your party's primary
election in-May.
It is simple and easy to register.
All you have to do to get your
name on the books is go to the of-
fice of your county clerk, or to your
registration office if you live in
Jefferson County.
You must be a citizen of the
United States and must have lived
in Kentucky one year, your county
six months and your precinct 60
days.
On you are registered, you do
not have to re-register unless you
move to anther precinct, change
your name by marriage, or suffer
purgation from the registratici
books for some reason such as fail-
ure to vote for two consecutive
years.
If you are a registered voter, and
plan to be absent from your county
on election day, you may vote by
absentee ballot. To get such a bal-
lot, you must make notarized ap-
plication by mail to your county
clerk not later than October 19.
After you mark your ballot, you
must return it notarized to your
county clerk so that the clerk will
receive it before the polls close at
p. m. on election day. Polls
throughout the state will be open
from 6 a. m. to 6 p. m., local
standard time.
Nine statewide officials will be
elected to four-year terms this No-
vember 7: Your next governor,
lieutenant governor, secretary of
state, attorney general, auditor of
public accounts, treasurer, super-
intendent of public instruction,
commissioner of agriculture and
clerk of the court of appeals.
None of the nine may succeed
himself.
Also up for election in November
are candidates for 100 seats in the
House of Representatives and 19 of
the 38 seats in the State Senate.
Some of these candidates do not
have opposition but their names
will appear on voting machines any-
way.
The senate seats to be filled are
from odd-numbered districts. State
senators are elected for four-year
terms, state representatives for two
years.
An undetermined number of can-
didates will be elected to municipal
boards. A number of vacancies in
various offices throughout the state
will be filled.
And, a point to remember is that
if you register to vote this year,
you will be able to vote without re-
registering next year, when the
United States will elect a president
and vice president, and Kentucky a
U. S. senator and seven congress-
men.
Evening Class Program
The University of Kentucky's
evening class program provides an
opportunity for continuing educa-
tion to Central Kentucky area resi-
dents. Students may take credit and
non credit courses in many fields.
•
A
Beverage
Glasses
One free with every 7 gallons Ashland Gasoline
A cool, cool offer from your Good Neighbor Ashland Oil Dealer.
Get one 12 oz. beverage glass with every seven gallons of
Ashland Vitalized gasoline you purchase. Stunning Avocado Green.
Bold, easy-to-hold texture. Perks up a patio ... or a party.
And get the tan two-quart pitcher-a perfect match --for
only 490 with an a change or lubrication at regular prices.
Start your Avocado Green beverage glass set right now. Drive In at your
needy Ashland Dealer displaying the "Free Beverage Glass" sign.
ASHLAND OIL & REFINING COMPANY
Ashland
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• CAYCE NEWS
By Mills Claris. Boodurant
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hill and
family spent last week with Mr.
and Mrs. Johnnie Stayton.
Mrs. Ernest Johnson, of Califor-
nia, and Hugh Cruce, of Union CRY,
visited Sunday afternoon with Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Cruce and Mrs. Mary
('ruce.
Mrs. Ethel Oliver and Miss Ly-
nette Oliver of Mc :his spent the
week end with Mr. and Mrs. Ches-
ter Wade and Andy.
Mrs. Staley and Mrs. Barnes, of
Paducah, spent the week end with
Rev. and Mrs. Crump and family.
Miss Jeannie Kerwin, of Chicago,
is visiting her grandmother, Mrs.
Sally Johnson.
The Birthday Club met with Mrs.
Irby Hammonds last Thursday and
helped her celebrate her birthday.
A nice crowd was present and she
received many nice gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Cruce, of
Walnut Ridge, Ark., were recent
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Cruce
and Mrs. Mary Cruce.
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Austin visit-
ed with relatives in Union City Sat-
urday.
Miles T. Lee and daughters, of
Charleston, Mo., and Mrs. Mable
Gaston, of Los Angeles, spent one
day last week with Mrs. Clara
Carr. They also had a nice fish din-
ner at Reelfoot Lake, and went to
other points of interest.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernie Oliver, of
Louisville, were Saturday night
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Sloan.
Mrs. Grace Hodenpyle, of near
Clinton, visited Mr. and Mrs. Char-
lie Sloan Friday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Gadberry and
Freddie spent the week end with
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Levine in Alte-
mont, Ill. Freddie remained with
them for several days visit. They
also visited with Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Woodside in Mt. Vernon, Ill.
Our community was saddened
over the death of Roy Wade. Ile
was loved by everyone who knew
him, and had lived here for many
years. We extend sympathy to his
dear family.
OTHER NEWS—
(Continued from paps Two)
encourage an increase in the quali-
ty of care given residents of the
homes as well as offset rising costs
in their operation.
These costs have resulted in a
reluctance of owners of these homes
across Kentucky to care for public
assistance clients. I hope my action
will help remedy the situation.
Operators of the homes have
found it necessary to increase the
charge to residents because of
higher construction costs and last
February's increases in the Fed-
eral minimum wage.
The state's share of the total in-
crease to the recipients will amount
to $216,606 for the 10 months of this
fiscal year remaining after Sept. 1.
The state divides personal care
homes into three classes, depend-
ing on type and quality of service.
Approximately 2,655 public assist-
ance recipients living in all three
classes of homes will receive an in-
crease of $10 a month, whereas the
remaining 1,815 of the 4,500 total
will receive an average increase of
$19 a month.
The Department of Economic
Security's Division of Community
Relations and Licensing rates the
homes on their care of residents in
general and permits higher grants
in Class 1 than in Class 2 or Class
3.
The action granting the increases
in money payments also increased
the budgetary standards by $20 a
month, mainly for those having
some income. The budgetary pro-
cess determines how much a per-
son receives in money grants.
In addition, $3 a month is allowed
recipients covered by Medicare's
supplementary medical insurance,
which takes care of many medical
bills. Persons without SMI are
using the State-Federal Medical
Assistance Program.
Personal care homes are regular-
ly checked by the community rela-
tions and licensing division for fa-
cilities, housekeeping and food ser-
ved in meeting the needs of the
aged and infirm.
The homes are graded on these
and other factors as an incentive to
upgrade care given.
One of the fastest growing 4-11
activities in the U. S. today is the
horse program. Nearly 170,000
young equestrians are errolled.
• PIERCE STATION
By Ildra Charles Lowe
The young people had charge of
the eleven o'clock service at John-
son's Grove last Sunday. It was
very nice.
The community extends sym-
pathy to Mrs. DeWitt Ramsey in
the dea"- of her husband, who died
Sunday on the way to a Memphis
hospital.
Miss Paula Long is still a patient
in Hillview Hospital and is quite ill.
Orval Lynn Carter spent the
week end in Dyer, Tenn., with his
sister, ,Mrs. &troy McNeely. Sun-
day was Mrs. McNeely's birthday
and her mother, Mrs. Blanche Car-
ter, and Mrs. Virginia Hay were
supper guests that night.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Stephens
and two daughters, of St. Louis,
spent the week end with relatives
here.
DeWitt and Jack Matthews had
supper with Mr. and Mrs. W. L.
Matthews, near Dukedom, Thurs-
day night. DeWitt conducted the
meeting during the revival at Duke-
dom last week.
Mr. and Mrs. George Johnson, of
Little Rock, spent the week end
with Mrs. Johnson's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Rogers.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob DeMyer enter-
tained Bro. and Mrs. James Holt
and Bro. Dennis Beal, the visiting
minute during the revival at
Johns..,n's Grove; also Miss Roberta
DeMyer and Jack Matthews Wed-
nesday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hutchens
left Thursday for their home in In-
dianapolis after spending a week
at their farm here.
Mrs. Wallace Cunningham and
children spent a few days last week
with Mr. and Mrs. Bud Stem.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lowe met
their little grandson near Lit,tle
Rock Sunday. David will enter
school in South Fulton when it
opens soon.
Mr. and Mrs. Spaulding Cle-
ments, of Owensboro, were in
Pierce one day last week, saying
hello to old friends. Mrs. Clements
was the former Pearl Smith, daugh-
ter of Dr. and Mrs. Mel Smith.
Mrs. William Greer and children
were in Paducah Thursday and in
Memphis Friday, shopping.
• PILOT OAK
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor
The last few days have felt more
like fall than August, but the nice
cool weather is fine for the revival
meetings.
Mrs. Maggie Pankey visited her
niece, Mrs. Ruby Moody, Saturday.
Mrs. Stella Lowry is still a pati-
ent in Fuller-Morgan Hospital in
Mayfield. She is not improving like
her friends would like her to.
Mrs. 0. F. Taylor visited Mr. and
Mrs. A. A. McGuire, of Dukedom,
last week and attended the revival
at Dukedom Methodist Church.
Bro. T. Y. Smithmier, of Lovelace-
ville, was the evangelist. He did
some wonderful preaching.
Mrs. Edith Yates was the Friday
afternoon guest of Mrs. Ida Raines.
Mr. and Mrs. Solomon Dobson
and Mrs. Olga Taylor were Sunday
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Tom-
mie Moore.
Mrs. Hattie Puckett is ill in the
Baptist Hospital in Paducah. We
hope she soon recovers enough to
come home.
Our sympathy goes out to the
family of Mrs. Cordie Cole, who
passed away last week in Fulton
Hospital, after several days Hines:3.
Mrs. Olga Taylor, of the Cuba
community, called on Mrs. Cassie
Taylor Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Ira Raines spent a few days
last week with her sister, Mrs.
Totsie Gilliam, and husband of
Dukedom.
Mr. and Mrs. Vodie Floyd visited
their aunt, Mrs. Sallie Floyd, of
Water Valley Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lowry and
son and Mr. and Mrs. Barkley Har-
ris, of Florida, returned to their
homes last week, after visiting
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. H.
Lowry, and other relatives in Pilot
Oak,
Mrs. Violet Steward and Mrs.
Edna Waggoner were Sunday after-
noon visitors of Mrs. Ira Raines.
We are glad to 'hear that Jack
Williams, of Dukedom, is much im-
proved. He is at his home and able
to visit his friends occasionally.
About 400,000 men and Oinniaat
throughout the 50 states volunteer
as 4-H leaders and serve as project
leaders.
Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 66 Years
• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
W. D. Powers
Fulton J. B. MANESS & SONS :r"naeldhon. 235-2293
Phone 477-1116i Greenfield. Teen.
Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love
SOUTH FULTON BAPTIST CHURCH: August 11-20, 7 a. m. and
7:30 p. m. Rev. Henry Wooten of Ajo, Arizona, visiting preacher;
Bob McConnell, of Park Avenut Baptist Church in Memphis, song
leader; Rev. Gerald Stow, pastor.
SOUTH FULTON METHODIST CHURCH: August 13-18, 7 p. m.
Rev. Dossie Wheatley, visiting evangelist; Vyron Mitchell, song
leader; Rev. Dan Underwood, pastor.
BETHLEHEM METHODIST CHURCH OF PILOT OAK: August
13-18, 7:30 p. m Rev. R. L. Dotson of Church Grove, Benton, Ky.,
evangelist; Bill Blalock, song leader; Rev. M. B. Proctor, pastor.
PALESTINE METHODIST CHURCH: August 1348, 8 p. m. Rev.
Jerry Lackey of the Memphis Conference, evangelist; Rev. and
Mrs. Lackey in charge of singing; Rev. Kimball Coburn, pastor.
Call 355-2616 for transportation, if needed.
NEW HOPE METHODIST CHURCH NEAR RUTHVILLE: August
13-20, 7:45 p. m. Rev. Joe Wheatley, preaching.
MOUNT CARMEL BAPTIST CHURCH, HIGHWAY 94: August 13-
19, 7:30 p. m. Rev. Robert Herring, evangelist; Rev. John Shep-
herd, pastor.
LITTLE BETHEL BAPTIST CHURCH: August 14-20, 7:30 p. m.
Rev. Mayo Mansfield, evangelist; Clarence Ramsey, singer; Rev.
Robert Wall, pastor.
MOSCOW BAPTIST CHURCH: August 13-20, 7:45 p. m. Rev. Leon
Pennick, evangelist; Chuck Blair, singer.
SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH, CLINTON: Starting August 13, 7:30
p. m. Rev. Clyde Wade, evangelist; Bro. and Mrs. J. C. Jackson,
in charge of music; Rev. Herman Vaughan, pastor.
GiBION CHAPEL CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH:
August 13-18, 8 p. m. Rev. Don Tabor of Fredonia, evangelist; Rev.
Kermit Travis, pastor.
WENGO CHURCH OF CHRIST: August 20-27, 7:45 p. m. Brother
James Meadows, speaker.
This Feature Is Published With The Hope Tliat More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shall Products
Fulton Phone 4/2-3951
CITY DRUG COMPANY
Your P
Fulton, Ky.
iption Drug Store
Phone 472-1303
PURE MILK COMPANY
At this store or at your door
Fulton, Ky. Phone 477-3311
E. W. James & Sons Supermarkets
Hickman, Ky. Union City, Tenn.
South Fulton, Tann.
JACKSON FUNERAL HOME
Member of Kentucky Burial Assoc.
Phone: 469-5414 — Dukedom, Tenn.
Parkway Manor Nursing Home
SW Kentucky's 'lowest and most modern
Nursing horn*. For reservation call 472-3386
or writs 309 North Parkway, Fulton.
THE CITIZENS BANK
Maks our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky. Phone 2S6-2655
FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM
Fulton, Kentucky
418 Lake Streat 472-1362
Hickman - Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live BOW Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co. Inc.
Kentucky Ave., Fulton Phono 472-1471
Henry I. Siegel Company, Inc.
Fulton and South Fulton
Compliments of
Fulton Wholesale Florists
Cut flowers Green florist supplies
Dial 479-1371
EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Roman Store"
Lake Stresi Dial 472-2421
Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Antiques Souvenirs Excellent Food
Private dining for 250
King Motor Company, Inc.
Authorized Pontiac and Rambler Dealer
1111 W. State Line Phone 4794271
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NOTEBOOK—
(Continued From Page One)
talk about the White House's representative to the
Festival.
And right here and now, let me tell you one
thing, this Katherine Peden is being heralded in
Washington, by people who don't even know she's
from Kentucky, as one of America's most outstand-
ing and influential individuals. Talking with friends
at a dinner party Sunday night, where one of the
young Rockefellers was also a guest, the talk was al-
most all about Katie . . . her fantastic ability, her
knowledge of national affairs, and the tremendous
success she has made of her appointment as Ken-
tucky Commissioner of Commerce.
Well, to get back to the story . . . we arrived at
the White House at noon and were admitted at the
East Gate. Bess had made all arrangements for us to
get a private tour of the family's quarters and other
portions of the house. The children could only keep
repeating . . . "I can't believe this."
. They could believe their eyes and ears even less
when a call came from upstairs to invite us to view
the Rose Garden ceremony when the President
greeted, informally, the Ambassador to Rwunda.
The President looks wonderful, hale and hearty, _
and tanned to a beautiful shade of healthiness. The
ceremony was extremely impressive and historic,
but I'll have to save that story until I get home.
Anyway, after the tour of the White House,
which I will also write about when I get home, we
left, for the three members of the family to go to
lunch and for me to come back to the hotel to gather
up brochures and important data to present to the
White House to support an invitation I have extend-
ed to a member of the family to attend the Festival.
It was such a really great experience to get to
the White House for a second time in one day and
to be told by the security officer that Miss Peden
had called from the airport and that she would join
me in Bess' office for the meeting at three-thirty.
Katherine had her luggage sent to the Carlton
and she catne on to the White House from the air-
port to strengthen Fulton's invitation to the guest
we have asked to the Festival.
I can say many things about Katherine Peden
that would extol her deep interest and affection for
our twin cities, but I must close this column by say-
ing that we, and Kentucky, are deeply indebted to
this dynamic, national personality. She has taken
her time away from her tremendously busy sched-
ule as a member of President Johnson's Commission
on Civil disorders to help us in Fulton.
There just aren't enough ways in this world
that we ought to dream up to say "thank you," to
her now and in the future.
Banana Festival
Tickets On Sale
Next Week
Be sure to buy a book of patron's
tickets for the Fifth International
Banana Festival.
The tickets will go on sale during
the week of August 21-28. There will
be a house to house solicitation
ant everyone is urged to buy at
t' at time.
The tickets are being sold at a
reduced price and e:-.title the pur-
chaser to reserved s- its at the In-
ter-American Miric Fiesta, the
Saturday afternoon performance
starring Home and Jethro and the
"Sing Out America" group, and the
preliminaries and finals of the
Princess Pageant.
Mrs. Gilson Latta and IAwson
Roper are co-chairman of the tick-
et sales.
Subscribe To The News
The 1967 National 4-H Week will
be observed Sept. 30 through Oct.
I Seven to twelve hours weekly spent coliilecting money and restocking NOV TYPE,high otirlity, coin operated dispensers In
your area can net you excellent income.
To qualify you must have car, references,
$600 to $2,900 Cash. Investment secured
by inventory received. NO SELLING! for
Personal interview write; Consumer Cor-
poration of America, 6162 East Mocking-
bird lane, Department W, Dallas, Two
75214. Please include phone number.
PARE TIME INCOME
S. P. MOORE & CO.
140 broadway, South Fulton
Phone 479-1864
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern 8
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
—Jim Martin Paints
1
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0EAVEN HILL
ALL-AMERICAN BOURBON
from Kentucky
HEAVEN HILL, made from a 1788
time-honored formula, is truly an
ALL-AMERICAN BOURBON ... by
1
 tradition, quality and price. Ifs
*Heaven Hill
Distilleries, Inc.
1967
distinctive aroma, gentle taste and
smooth flavor make it "the BEST
I
of the Great Kentucky Bourbons."
IIliiiii
Stinlad NNW at Isom 141U Oiswisrles, las.. Osmium., &Am. Cmnalf Waeleata
is definitely on her way to stardom
and the world I.ad better make
room for another Connie Francis.
"Ilhe Ginny Kerry trancers, known
from coast to coast for their chore-
ography, present a show which is
high lighted by the dances of today
as well as those of yesteryear.
These girls have danced their way
across thet - country many times
over.
The green 4-leaf clover with white
H's in each leaf is the national
emblem of 4-H Clubs.
Dollar - A - Day Fishing Licenses
For Kentucky Visitors Proposed
" A -da y-for-a -dollar" non-resident
fishing license for Kentucky visi-
tors has been proposed by the
League of Kentucky Sportsmen
Board of Directors. The new daily,
low cost permit is intended to
stimulate and encourage millions
of out-of-state tourists who have
contributed so greatly to Ken-
tucky's second largest industry.
The proposal of the 10-member
Board of the 41,000-member sports-
man-conservation organization will
be on the agenda of the Fish and
Wildlife Resources Commission
meeti:--!.. in Frankfort on August 21.
It was voted at Jennie Wiley
State Park during a week end
meeting of the League Board, at-
tended by Fish and Wildlife Com-
missioner Minor Clark.
Commissioner Clark informed the
Board he would prepare the pro-
posal for presentation to the Com-
mission, authorized to set such
fees.
The new $1.00 license would be In 4-H, the
the most economical short-time Heart Hands
fishing recreation buy for the visit-
ing tourists in the Commonwealth.
It would augment the $3.25, 15-
day non-resident fishing license and
the $7.50 annual non-resident fish-
ing permit.
Specifically, HB 480 on wetlands,
and Nebraska Senator Roman
Hruska's two bills (S1853 and
S1854) were noted for approval.
The Board of Kentucky's largest
lay arm of wildlife conservation
opposes IIB 482 which would in-'
crease the $3 federal duck stamp to
$5 and would make it required for
dove shooting.
I.
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H's stand for Head,
and Health.
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Almost as good as 'Tresh Perked"
It IS Fresh Perked!
The Fulton Shopper goes swingin' up and down the streets of Fulton and
Clinton . . . up and down the highways and byways of EVERY SINGLE MAIL
ROUTE IN THE ENTIRE FULTON TRADE AREA every week of the year,
Full of "Fresh - Perked" buys in merchandise and services.
The Shopper is Fulton's "FRESH-PERKED" paper . . . live, newsy
and delivered into the mailbox each week, right on schedule. Six-thousand, two
hundred mailboxes, to be exact, and that means it reaches twenty-five thousand
pairs of eyes.
The FULTON SHOPPER Is published each week by THE NEWS
709 Commarelai, Fulton.
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/ It THE JEWEL BOX:
Main at Mulberry
Fulton, Ky.
Distinctive Gifts
for all occasions
tismonds - Watches - Jewelr*************
te111•14)41111.4PIMIP4,4=11mPINIMIti
/ ILL SEZ:If you are looking for • goodused truck, corn* see this 1962
i Ford 1/2-ton with grain bed andcattle sides. The motor is Ingood shape, too.L
Noa-Taa Ada Ulu
Boy Has Hair Cut,
Becomes 'Stranger'
CORPUS CHRISTI, Tex.
— David Minnick complied with
a school edict and almost got
jailed.
Minnick, 15, was one of a
group of boys sent home from
Tom Browne Junior High School
to get a haircut.
The barber gave him a regu-
lar haircut Thursday, but then
his neighbors didn't recognize
him and thought a stranger was
burglarizing the Minnick home.
Four squad cars answered the
burglary call.
"Hey. I live here!" the boy
said as he was being led from
the house.
Neighbors, after a closer look,
realized their mistake.
David was set free.
Bills' Seal
Is In Latin
WASH1NGTON—The letters on
the Great Seal of the U. S.
Treasury stand for the Latin,
Thesauri Americas Septentrio-
nails Sigillum: The Seal of the
Treasury of North America, The
seal is imprinted on the face of
U S paper money
you're more of a man In
Tapered by
Permanently
Pressed
Famous Male fashion...with
the swingin' clingin' fit...
and a permanent press that
will last FOREVER. Come in.
Buy an armload. Every pair
has the mark of good taste
...the authentic Male label
In the waist.
Cl'-^  Advertised In Playboy('
LA- and Esquire
$700
al K. Helen
ALWAYS
WFUL I IN TUNE
WITH YOU
RA.10 THE
KENTUCKY THURSDAY, AUGUST 17 1,967
SIM
SEMI
Of interest to Homemakers
IVEZCOME
SArratAft3.
ir 4°
,LJ
Meat
1
everything in
the book for t ,
BscHAtiCmoegi f
Half Work in 7 States
CHICAGO —Loc al govern-
ments in seven states — Cali-
fornia, New York, Illinois, Ohio,
Texas, Pennsylvania and Michi-
gan—employ half the municipal
employes in the United States.
THIS WEEKS - -
KEIrci.VALUE
Reg .1.29 Children's
Knit Sleepers
Three Styles
1.00
Ben Franklin
702 Lai< Fulton
SCHOOL BELLS ARE RINGING AGAIN AND
WE SALUTE THE STUDENTS AND FACULTIES
OF THE FULTON AND SOUTH FULTON
SCHOOLS. THE NEXT TWO WEEKS WILL SEE
BOTH SCHOOLS OPENED, IN FACT THERE IS
MUCH ACTIVITY EVERYWHERE NOW WITH
ALL THE PRE-SCHOOL PREPARATIONS,
WE INVITE YOU TO WATCH THIS AND THE
CDMING ISSUES OF THIS PAPER FOR THE
SPECIAL PRCES ON THE MANY ITEMS YOU
WILL NEED FOR SCHOOL.
4 /4 r'Ili I FA FA PA Or/W4 IKVA I  r. drA /MA II  PW4 FA I W. A rA I/4 IIII:d IA I 1/41//4/.// 1API
Childs 81/2-12 BCD
Misses 121/2-4 BCD
Growing Girls 41/2-8 ABC
1 211//411/41/41,///411111,41M1
DAPPER
22-2289 Block
Girls Styles ___ $5.99
Boys Styles ___ $6.99
SEE-SAW
22-4133 Mahogany Antigued
Childs 81/2-12 BCD
Misses 121/-4 BCD
22-2586 Burnt Amber C.,
Youths 121/2-4 BCD
Big Boys 41/2-7 BCD
Bait FAMILY SHOE STORE
FULTON., KENTUCKY
Men's
NO-IRON
SHORT SLEEVE
SPORT SHIRTS
$3.14 Moos. 100% plow m-
om. wed polommi-mino.
Pormeamly mond . . mover
mood loomiog. Good Weaka of
pomoroo mod mhos. Doom
41.1.111 and sprawl tams.
1444.-XL
Men's Long Sleeve
NO-IRON SPORT SHIRTS
looff w0f.'wf off. 
a 
$
WM& in......dMon mod w-
omen. OISNIMM opoomf Wm..
NAM. 05.0, r.d, 10.o. donnoi.
'MI. nipper and maim 1024.-3CL
Special! Men's Regular $1.99
Boys' Short Sleeve
PERMANENT PRESS
SPORT SHIRTS
Regular $2.99 Values
Peayester-tionee blends and 100% pinto cot-
tons In novelty patterns, solids, plaids and
wideoreek stripes led, lemon, gold, pewter,
Wee, oyster, ecru and green. 6 to 18.
/eye Short Sleeve $127$1.99 SPORT mars
Boys' White Cotton
KNIT BRIEFS
59c
Yob of MO* 4.14••• coMo
*immormil GM ormkolmod. Iniolomd
of polo% of mrolo. 4 Os Ilk.
A Salute to the New Year of School
.1.,:,-___:...-2_,„H! I tirl ,.31 If
- 
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ve%tkr,
vvromItillblo 
iNfimtinkivolhipihno•i• .,
DUNGAREES
Coors* weavo fabric blended of
SO% Vycron• polyester-50% cot-
ton.... specially processed to
eliminate the need for iron-
ing. Zipper fly front.
Sandstone, faded blue,
block, navy and Ro-
den. 28 to 36.
*Reg. Tr
CASUAL PANTS
Popular Ivy styling in polyester-cot-
ton btend gabardines, hoppefern and
twill. Beige, navy, black, loden,
brown and blue. 6 to 20 .
regulars and slims.
LITTLE BOYS' (24.1
NO-IRON
SLACKS
Men's
WHITE COTTON
HANDKERCHIEFS
Men's
ORLON* ACRYLIC
CREW SOCKS
Boys' White Cotton
KNIT T-SHIRTS
59C
100% mom kit Milt .an, rlhbool
O ow roe Modoromd 
sand.minim MI am for maidom. 2 to
Men's
KONS TAN TREASE
CASUAL
PANTS
$59P
sos pay $111.99.0
ton blends that never
need Ironing. Hedy
bulge, Wen, navy, env,
and brown In sizes 28
to SO.
Mom! Here's Good News For You!
Boys' Western
Permanent
Press
Dungarees
Never Need
Ironing!
REGULARS • SLIMS
SUM
99
SO% Vycron• polyeder-cotton fabric
specially treated to elheinase the need
for hoeing. Perfect for wheel or ploy.
Choice of colors sandstorm, faded
blue, black, navy and ledge. fixes 6
le le.
'Es. in
10VINI1111 SUMS (2-41 OAR
ruiton,
• s"
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DOUBLE DOSE OF RURAL BEAUTY
Pretty Patricia Van Haaften, ( right ), of Tucson, trig.,
the 1%7 Miss Rural Electrification, receives congratula-
tions from her predecessor, Jan Brown of Harper, Tex.,
Miss Van Haaften, a music major at the U iiversity of Ariz-
ona, received her crown during the recent 25th animal
meeting of the National Rural Electric Cooperative Asso-
ciation in San Francisco. The 19-year-old beauty will rep-
resent the nation's 1,000 rural electric systems in appear.
antes during the year of her reign.
IT'S UP TO YOU c,ftIffieekiaiia44-.1
By
Howard E. Kershner,L.H.D.
Sacred Names,
Unholy Practices
ELF-CONFESSED radical,
Sol Alinsky, professional agi-
:tator among the poor, and orga-
nizer of protests
and demonstra-
tions called
"people's organi-
zations," has
written that "in
the war against
social evils there
are no rules of
fair play." He
advocates the
use of "lying,
deceptign and
trickily:4 .:
During the
Dr. Kers/Hier past year Alin-
sky has been conducting one of
. his campaigns in Rochester, New
York, called "FIGHT," meaning
Freedom, Integration, God,
o Honor, Today. The use of these
.1 sacred names is strangely incon-
gruous with the tactics associ-
-ated with the movement. Strange
it is that the Rochester Council
of Churches should seek to raise
24100 thousand to hire this pro-
4essional agitator to set up one
f his campaigns, using these tee-
-tics for the purpose of forcing
Its will upon the citizens of Roch-
ester. In recent months the cam-
paign has been directed especially
- -against the Kodak Company.
„This company is following a pol-
icy of integrating its labor force,
eand at considerable expense is
training a substantial number
-of Negroes and others for the
urpose of raising their knowl-
:edge and skills to the employable
level. Kodak is working with the
state employment service, the
Urban League, the Monroe
County Human Relations Com-
mission, and others, in finding
uitable applicants for this spe-
cial training program. It has re-
'fused, however, to be intimidated
:into accepting the whole package
"FIGHT" is trying to ram down
its throat. It is most regrettable
to find our church leaders joining
:in a coercive program directed
:against business organizations
already following an enlightened
policy of good will and helpful-
ness toward the less skilled and
:less competent members of the
Community. Sowing discord and
advocating violence is not in the
public interest or beneficial to
that portion of our population
needing assistance in qualifying
for jobs.
Howard Xerekner's Commentaries,bor., Rex 450, Radio City Station,
New York, N. Y. 10011
Mt. and Mra. Jahn Choate of
Rickman on the birth of a son,
Tuesday, August 8, 1967 In the
Obion County General Hospital.
Cereal Peach Dumplings
Cooked Out Of Doors
Steaming hot Cereal Peach Dumplings topped with a scoop of
slightly melting ice cream are tempting fare with which to be-
guile guests at an outdoor meal away from home. It can be doneif you have a skillet with tight fitting lid. The dumplings steam
tender and golden in the peach juice over a low charcoal fire or
on an oil or camp stove as easily as they do on the surface of the
kitchen range. Try making the dumplings with a corn flakebiscuit mix base. The cereal provides a nice crunch. This is just
another way of proving that cereal's multi-faceted flavors and
forms lend themselves to creative cookery.
Cereal Peach
1 can (1 pound 14 ounce)
sliced peaches,
undramed
2 cups prepared biscuit
mix
11/2 cups corn flakes, crushed
to make 3/4 cup
crumbs
Dumplings
Vs cup sugar
1/4 cup butter or margarine,
melted
% cup milk.
1/2 teaspoon cinnamon
Pour undrained peaches into 10-inch skillet; heat. Combine
biscuit mix, corn flake crumbs, V. cup sugar, butter or margarine,
and milk; stir to make a soft dough. Drop 8 large spoonfuls of
biscuit mixture onto hot peaches. Combine remaining sugar and
cinnamon; sprinkle over dumplings. Cover; cook slowly until
dumplings are thoroughly done, 12 to 15 minutes. Serve hot,
plain or with vanilla ice cream.
Yield: 8 servings.)
Al least one hot dish for dinner is an in I. rule in many
households even when the mercury soar.. Happily for those of
us responsible for meal production, there are plenty of helping
hands, in the guise of convenience food items, to make speedy,
cool work of hot dinners on dog days.
Packaged macaroni or spaghetti dinners are great inspiration
for warm weather cooks. They cook so speedily that the kitchen
doesn't get a chance to heat up. You just can't lose—they're
favorites of eaters of all ages at any season.
Easy-Day I/inner features handy Italian-style spaghetti din-
ner. The sauce is tomato-rich with a perfect spice blend, the
package complete with grated Parmesan cheese, subtly sharp, to
sprinkle on top in the true Italian manner. This menu line-up
is a snap. freeing you for summer pleasure away from the kitchen
until zero hour—just a cool quarter hour or so before your
hungry brood demands sustenance.
Easy-Dny Dinner
1 pkg. tangy Italian-style
spaghetti dinner
Peeled, sliced oranges
Grapes
Unpeeled apple slices
Lettuce
Spicy-sweet French dressing
English muffins
Margarine. melted
Oregano
Prepare Italian-style spaghetti dinner according to package
directions. Arrange fruit on lettuce-lined platter; serve with
spicy-sweet French dressing. Brush English muffins with melted
margarine, sprinkle with oregano; broil until heated and browned.
4 servings.
-rou /71 41 545,0„,04.4
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BEAUTY ON THE BEACH-Four North Carolina
beauty queens build a sand castle on Daytona
Beach, Fla. From left Sr. Motor Speedway
Queen Brenda Heath, Blueberry Queen Pair
Zollars, Apple Queen Patty Jonas and Straw-berry Queen Joy Ray. Brenda, Pam and Joy
are from Fayetteville, while Patty Is from WestJefferson, N. C (AP WIreptioto)
YOUR 1404i E
FABRICS
Are Lovelier
Than Ever
After - - •
Refreshing
by our profes-
sional crafts-
men!
1-HOUR CLEANING!
1-DAY SHIRT SERVICE
RIVE-IN WINDOW SERVICE
HAPPY DAY
PROFESSIONAL
LAUNDRY CLEANERS
MODERN COLD vromee
241 W. St. Line S. Fulton
*hone: 479-4074
^
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
WOOD
CLASSIC TONES
Refinish old furniture with-
out removing the old finish.
Perfect for refinishing furniture,
picture frames, decorative ob-
jects, walls, woodwork.
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS PAINT
COMPANY
114 Lake St 472-2864
See us for DuPont 501
FHA-Approved Carpet
$6.95 Sq. Yd. — Installed
rriereigrwAgatimiegagerArgei
OUTSIDE 1
LATEX 
11
HOUSE PAINT 1
h Snow White Only k
z $2.99 mp
N LimGiAteciLLSOply
‘'elodype
WE BUY.
SELL and TRADE
Both New & Used
Shotguns, Pistols, Rifles
LEADER
ATHLETIC AND
SPORTING GOOD
WHOLESALE & RETAIL
FULTON, KY.
63 CHEVROLET BalAir 6-cyl;
automatic, local; sharp.
43 PONTIAC Star Chief with
air and power; low mileage
"A" FARMALL tractor with
equipment; good condition
62 BUICK, power, air, sharp
local car
61 PONTIAC 2-dr. hardtop, real
sharp
60 CHEV. Be! Aire 6 cyl. 4 dr.
sharp, automatic
61 CHEVROLET 2-door hard•
top, straight shift, VI motor,
local car
60 FORD 4-door sedan
59 PONTIAC, Straight shift
SS FORD wagon, clean, local
C•1*
70-lc other cars, trucks
WILSON MOTORS
Dial 472-3342
North bypass; Ky. side
lid III
Governor's 
j 
on
Committee
For Traffic Safety
Road signs, signals and
markings are placed strate-
gically to inform drivers and
help prevent traffic accidents.
Many motorists heed these
messages most of the time,
but many are still ignoted by
too many drivers. Accident-
free drivers accept all the
help they can get by observ-
ing all signs, signals and
markings all the time.
License Or Food?
PHOENIX restaurant
specializing In fried chicken-to-
go Is next to county auto license
bureau, and a Nebraska motor-
ist with a yen for chicken drove
his car into the wrong line.
He watched in stunned silence
as an inspector checked his car.
removed his Nebraska license
plates, handed him an inspection
slip and told him to go inside.
As he entered he was handed
Arizona license plates.
"But all I wanted was fried
chicken," he said.
Wine 'Pasteurized'
SOLOGNE, France—it was 100
years ago that French wine-
makers awarded a gold medal
to an inventor who had dis-
cov.,red a way to preserve wine
without altering its taste. The
man who suggested heating wine
to 50 degrees centigrade to kill
microscopic bacteria was LOdi
Pasteur.
COAVRA Ta.O-X T10/4/3 --
Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Dick at
Hickman on the birth of a son,
Tuesday, August 8, 1967 in the
Obion County General Hospital.
DEFENDS WESTWORELAND
Vice President Humphrey has
defended General Westmoreland
against senatorial charges that
the commanding general is being
used to muzzle Vietnam war
critics. He said the general
had made an excellent assess-'
ment of !be war situation.
BATHING: FUN AND FUNCTIONAL
The secret to making a bath both
fun and functional is to enjoy it
while you are taking it and make
its effects last as long as possible
:for you.
To do this, begin by adding oils
or bubbles to your bath water to
make you feel like a princess as you
Step in for your soak--no matter
Isow brief it might have to be!
: Drink a glass of water, to en-
courage perspiration, before you
step into the ssearny tub.
Set your hair and spray it lightly
-So that your curls will be fresh and
perky when you comb them out
later.
Wash your face before you get
in This will open your pores and
(et your skin derive more benefits
from the steam
Take advantage of your bathing
time to give yourself a facial, a
pedicure, or a manicure.
After you've scrubbed, relax for
a minute with a wet washcloth
afrOSS your eyes.
Then rinse with the tub water.
open the drain, arid turn on a brisk
shower as cold as you can take it.
Finally, towel dry and apply de-
odorants; an anti-perspirant for the
underarm area, and a feminine hy-
giene deodorant spray, such as FDS
front Alberto-Culver, for the inti-
mate area. This will assure longer
lasting effects of cleanliness and
well-being.
Deodorants are reassuring, val-
uable ways to protect all parts of
the body from odor, but they must
be considered as an accettory to
and not a substitute for regular
bathing practices
Ily Franklin FolgerTHE GIRLS
as-
IJ
"I brims it's only a few minutes to the matinee, but if we
have a sundae now we won't have time to get mad at
ourselves for going off our diets"
-COMPARATIVE SUMMARY OF FUNDS ON
DEPOSIT, ON HAND AND INVESTED
City of South Fulton, Tennessee
June 30, 1967 and June, 30, 1966
GENERAL FUND
Fulton Bank • Fulton, Kentucky
C-ssh On Hand
Less Tax Liabilities Paid In July
Increase
6-30-67 6-30-66 (Decrease)
$ 16,453.78 $ 18,976.50 $ (2,522.72)
53.76 53.76
(286.53) 286.53
NET FUND BALANCE - PAGE 3 $ 16,507.54 $ 18,743.78 $ (2,236.19)
STREET AID FUND
City National Bank, Fulton, Kentucky - Page 9 $ 10,277.43 $ 8,619.79 $ .,657.64
BOND FUND - STREET IMPROVEMENT
Fulton Dank, Fulton, Kentucky - Page 10
WATER AND SEWER FUND
Fulton Bank, Fulton, Kentucky:
Water And Sewer Reserve Account
City National Bank, Fulton, Kentucky:
Water And sewer operating Account
Water And Sewer Bond Account
$ 1,141 78 $ 1,013.81 $ 125.97
8 10,345.57 $ 6,990.25 $ 3,855,32
8,425.00 18,621.01 (10,196.01)
1,168.53 1,174.93 (6.44)
Cash On Hand 17 36 37.36
NET FUND BALANCES - PAGE 11 $ 19,976.46 $ 26,823 55 $ (6,847.00
INDUSTRIAL BUILDING RESERVE FUND.
ESCROW ACCOUNT
Bank Of Huntingdon, Tennessee - Page 12 $ 10,670.50 $ 10,238.50 $ 432.00
NATURAL GAS SYSTEM
Fulton Bank, Fulton, Kentucky:
Deposit Fund
Bond Fund
Reserve Account
Cash On Hand
Certificate Of Deposit
Net Fund Cash Balances
$ 42,346.56 $ 22,878.86 $ 19,467.70
7,719.67 7,824.49 (104.82)
18.75 (18.75)
237.38 37.38 200.00
35,000.00 35,000.00
$ 85,303.61 $ 65,759.48 $ 19,544.13
TOTAL CASH ON HAND AND IN BANKS $ 143,87722 $ 131,200.96 $ 92,676.46
INVESTED FUNDS
Government Bonds
Treasury Bonds
TOTAL INVESTED FUNDS
$ 19,981.25 $ 19,981 25
7,923.56 7,923.56
$ 27,904 8.1 $ 27,904.51
TOTAL CASH AND INVESTED FUNDS $ 171,782.13 $ 159,105.67 $ 12,676.46
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Short Cut to
Social Security
To save money, aging bacheloi
Fred moved into a motel owned
by his sister. In return for a free
room, he did maintenance work
around the premises.
One day his sister had an inspi-
ration: why not start paying him
wages, so that—as an "employee"
—he could qualify for federal old
age benefits when he reached the
age of 65? Accordingly, she put
Fred on her payroll.
But a few years later, when he
applied for benefits, he was turned
down. In a court test, the judge
ruled that Fred had not really been
an employee at all, because the
work he was paid for was the same
work he had done before for
nothing.
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THE SOWER
To create rights under the fed-
eral social security law, there must
be a genuine employment relation-
ship. And the government may be
skeptical if the so-called employee
is a close relative of the so-called
employer.
In fact, the law flatly excludes
employment between man and wife
or (with certain exceptions) be-
tween parent and child. The idea,
of course. is to prevent families
from setting up fake "jobs" as a
short cut to the rewards of social
security.
Except in these husband-wife and
parent-child situations, the law will
weigh the facts of the individual
case to see whether true employ-
ment is shown. For example:
A divorced man, awarded cus-
tody of his little girl, left her with
his sister in another city. For a
monthly fee the sister, carrying out
his instructions, took full charge of
the child's upbringing.
Some years later, the sister put
in a claim for old age benefits on
the basis of her prior "employ-
ment." And a court upheld her
claim. The judge pointed out that,
even though the employment was
between close relatives, neverthe-
less it was a bona fide arrangement
for a bona fide reason.
Suppose the person is hired not
by an individual relative but by a
corporation controlled by a rela-
tive. If this is simply a trick to get
around the law, it won't work.
Thus, benefits were denied to a
man who had been hired by his
son's corporation, set up for just
this purpose. The court said the law
lifts the "corporate veil" to see if
an evasion of law is hidden be-
hind it.
"Sammy," asked a man,
"Where did you get such big
berries?" "In the briers, sir,"
he answered. "Won't your
mother be glad to see you come
home with • big basket of ber-
ries!" he exclaimed. "Yes, sir,"
replied Sammy, "she is always
glad when I hold up the ber-
ries. But I do not tell her any-
thing about the briers in my
feet." Many of us talk more
about the briers than about
the berries.
But the Bible says, "Count
it all joy when you fall into
divers temptations"-James 1:2.
The word "temptation" in this
verse refers to testing in
triumph. For instance, a young
bird tests its wings to fly, not
to fall. And your troubles come
to you not to shatter you but to
strengthen you. The word
"divers" in this verse means
manifold. Are your miseries
many? So are God's mercies.
He has multiplied grace for
multiplied guilt and multiplied
wealth for multiplied wants
His multiplied gifts are yours
for the asking
Is your life full of testings'
Qlory in them, do not growl!
Ypu can master your grief with
God's grace. And trouble never
comes to man unless it leaves
a :golden nugget in his hand.
Show the berries, not the
briers
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UK DRAMA—The Centennial Theatre company, located on the University of
Kentucky campus in Lexington, is shown in a scene from a recent production.
The company, now in its third season, is composed of a staff of professional
artists-in-residence supplemented by a staff of student apprentices. The company
is presenting a series of seven major productions this summer including "Dy-
lan", Aug. 11-13; and "Arms and the Man", Aug. 17-20.
TWO MINUTES
biro/ ME BIBLE
SC CORNELIUS R. SIAM PRES.
{IRIAN BIBLE SOCIETY
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60635
"... if ye hase heat ii of the dis-
pensation of the grace of God which
is given me to youward ..." (Eph.
3:2).
Could it be that those to whom
Paul addressed his Ephesian letter
had not yet heard that God had
committed to him "the dispensation
of grace"?
Next to the death and resurrec-
tion of Christ, the conyersion of
Paul and his commission to pro-
claim "the gospel of the grace of
God" was the greatest eyent in his-
10r).
The apostles at Jerusalem had
recognized the importance of Paul's
part in the divine program. They
themselves had at first been sent by
Christ into "all the world," yet in
Gal. 2:9 we find James. Peter and
John publicly shaking hands with
Pala in a solemn agreement that he
should henceforth be the apostle to
the nations.
Could it be that some twelve
years later, when he wrote the Ephe-
sian letter, there were any who pro-
fessed the name of Christ who had
A 
ICVAD
not Iteartf.of Paul's special place in
the piogram of God as the apostle
of grace? little wonder his words
"if ye haYe heard" tarry with them
a touch of sarcasm and reproach.
It is possible. of course, that there
were some .among them, but re-
cently brought into the Church,
who had not heard, but what seems
almost impossible is that there
should be esen title believer at this
late date who has not heard that
after Christ and His kingdom were
rejected and the world was ripe for
prophesied judgment to fall, God
intervened. saying Saul, His chief
enemy on earth. and sent him forth
with "the good news of the grace of
God."
This gootl news is based, of
course, upon the fact that since
Christ was the spotless Lamb of
God, His death is accepted by God
as full satisfaction for the sinner.
Thus Paul, by divine inspiration,
declares that believers are -justified
freely by His (God's) grace, through
the redemption that is in Christ
Jesus" (Rom. 3:24).
out longer than we have and we
expected to see the mistakes we
saw."
The scrimmage, first of
the season, took place on the Un-
ion City football field. Another
scrimmage is set for rrxt week-
end, Coach Lewis said,
"The scrimmage will help
us a lot," Coach Lewis com-
mented. "We filmed the game
and we'll spend quite a bit of
time going over our mistakes and
checking the direction In which
our practices need to be aimed.,"
The (got all coach was
Pleased wfthlhe work of Jerry
Horton at offensive tackle and Da-
vid Pierce whoplayeddefensive
noseman. And Coach Lewis had
words of praise for the running
of Donnie Jones.
"He missed five games last
year because of illness but he
Urteguayarts Retire
MONTEVIDO — A Citizen at
Uruguay can retire on full pay
for life at the age of 55 after 30
years in some jobs.
Opening Wednesday, August 16 and running 1-days - 1 por-
fortince each night at 7:30 p. m.
FULTON THEATRE
Yuri Zhivago (Omar Sherif) and Lara (Julie Christie) find
themselves desperately in love in this scene front David Leart's
film of Boris Pasternak's "Doctor Zhivago." Also starred in
the MGM picture, winner of six Academy Awards, are Geraldine
Chaplin, rona Courtenay, 4lec Guinness, Siobhan 314-Kenna,
Ralph Richardson, Rod .Steiger and Rita Tushinithant.
Lewis Not Downhearted
Despite Loss To Fulton
Despite a 19-0 defeat at the hands of Fulton, Ky., Friday night,
Union City High School Coach Chuck Lewis wasn't downhearted
today.
"All in all, I think the boys looked good considering they have
had only one week of practice," he said. "Fulton has been working
looked fine last night," Coach
Lewis said. "We have high hopes
for him this season."
The coach said the two-a-day
practices are over for the local
team and that, beginning Monday,
the Tornadoes will practice once
a day, beginning at 5:30 p.m.
Union City pushed into Fulton
territory on a number of occa-
sions and once got to the one-yard
line before the drive stalled.
FORGETS 1.00T
Hayward, Calif.--Two gun-
men wearing stocking masks
walked into the El Portal Motel
and held up the operator. They
put the $60 loot on the couch
while they tied up the motel
operator then dashed out and
sped away leaving the money
on the couch.
N•••••••
ACTION IS GO
"HELL ON WHEELS"
— STARRING —
MARTY ROBBINS
Now - Thru Sat.
BIG DOUBLE HIT
"SWINGING
SUMMER"
"THIS PROPERTY
IS
CONDEMNED"
Sun. - Thru - Wed.
August 20, 21, 72, 23 I
Ready FON Retirement
Driving up the home to de-
liver the family's seventh baby,
the doctor almost ran over a
duck.
"Is that your duck out there?"
he asked.
"It's ours. but it ain't no
duckt. It's a stork with his
legs warn down."
- - - -
Life's Sweetest Story
The old couple had just
celebrated their golden wedding
anniversary. Now all the guests
were gone, and they sat by the
fireplace, hand in hand, with
her head, on his shoulder, and
reminisced.
"Mary," he said tenderly,
"You're still my sweetheart.
in fact, I've never had another
sweetheart because I never
found anyate as sweet and
beautiful as you."
"Henry," she replied, "you'-
re as big a liar as ever, and I
believe you just the same."
- - -
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FULTON
"A" rating for adults
"hf,kY" rating for mature young
intwOle
"Y" rating for young people
"GA" rating for general audience
(family)
"C" rating for children, unac-
companied
"NCA" rating for pictures en
which no classification la
available.
eek Days pen 7:15 p.
Saturday - Sunday's
Oven at 1 P. M.
/WINNER OF 6 ACADE
METRO-
GOLDWYN
MAYER _
PAM PONTI
PRODUCTION
DAVID
LEAN'S
FILM
OF BORIS
PASTERNAKS
D()C1011. ZI-MAGO
fid.ei-FTT BOLT FAVIii LEAN
1 - Performance Each Week
Nits At 7:30 p. m. — Continuous
On Saturday and Sundays
"PASS LIST SUSPENDED THIS ENTERTAIN-
MENT ONLY"
Adults — $1.25— Children — 50c
August Furniture Sale
Lawson
Gas -Heaters
RADIANT FRONT
AUTOMATIC THERMOSTAT
40,000 BTU . . $99.95
70,000 BTU . . $128.88
Good Quality
Vinelle Recliner
$49.88
Bed Pillows
$2.88 pr.
8' 6"x 11 r Oval Braided Rug $24.50
Gun Cabinet
Glass Door
$56.50
Good Quality Adjustable
Ironing Board
$5.88
-.....---
2-PIECE Odd Box Springs SPEED QUEEN Size BedKing
Living Room Suites FULL OR TWIN SIZE Automatic Washer Complete Maple Headboard
As Low As $17.88 $208.88 Mattress, Sheets
$69.95 Less Than 1/2 Price Wade's Most Popular Model $188.88
Store Wide Prices Reduced 40% & More
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SAVE on discontinued stocks! We
are closing out all Motorola home,
Clock and transistor radios in stock.
Priced at cost or below. (We have
taken on the Magnavox line). Wade
Telexision, West Parkway, Fulton;
phone 472-3462.
WE HAVE GOOD BINT1ook-
rrig for real estate in this area. If
you want to sell property, call oi
see Cannon Agency, South Fulton
l'ennessee; phone 479.2651
SAVE YOUR TIRES, make your
ear drive better with expert wheel
alignment at Scates Tire Service.
Phone 4723531 for appointment, or
just drive in.
MOTOR TUNE UP; auto anti
diesel mechanic work, all types.
Phillips DX Station, Highlands,
across from Derby
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
MAN OR WOMAN
Reliable Person from this area
to service and collect from auto-
matic dispensers. No experience
needed . . we establish accounts
for you. Car, references and $550.00
to $1785.00 cash capital necessary.
Four to twelve hours weekly nets
excellent monthly income. Full time
more. rot local irgerview, write
Eagle Industries, 4725 Excelsior
Blvd., St Louis Park, Minn. 55416
So 5 3ev Sou) it
M tit 1
Ikus 3- Shopper-.
USED FURNITURE
BARGAINS
New 3-piec• Oak finish
bedroom suit,
Floor -type reversible fan, $10.00
Tappan gas rang*, $35.00
Refrigerators, $15 and up
Linoleum rugs, regular, 79c
yard; vinyl, $1.10 yard, cushion
neer, $2.25 yard
Apartment-size electric Owe,
Ilk. new, $90.00
Cense in and browse around; we
have lots ef bargains not .dyer.
tisedI
WADES USED
1.11.0kgei.ors 0111*•-
Full.., Phone 472-3421
FOR SALE
Used living room suttee $12.58 up
Used bedroom suttee $72.50 up
Used gas ranges $32.50 up
jUsed apartment - sive gas
/ ranges . _ $41.10 up
Used nsfrigereteri $21.50 up
ALL STOVES AND RIFRIONR-
ATOIS GUARANI'S 110 FOR
$0 TO 10 DAYS
New x 12 rugs $3.12
t Used Jtitchen cabinets $12.30 upUsed chitterebes $111.00 up
Used breakfast mem outline $7.3$ wP
Used ànlng nem sults WAS
SHINING THROUGH THE NIGHT on the campus at the University of
Lucky, Lexington, are two high-rise towers in a $20 million dormitory project
that includes eight low-rise dorms and a central dining facility. Five of the
low-rise buildings are now in use, three ready for use. The 23-story high-rise
buildings are to be completed in time for this year's fall term. The tall build-
ings in this picture are illuminated by flood lights and topped with air navigation
lights. The entire project, when completed, will house some 2,800 men and
women students.
FOR 0000 CLEAN t11110
PURNITURII
Exdhauge Furniture Cu.
2111/ Commercial Avenue
1119n Marlin Highwey)
Pria•D•14vM4
ADULT
Doctor
in the Kitchen
by W. W. Bauer, M.O.
Consultant, National Dairy Council
PARTY SNACKS
Recently I went to a very
pleasant open house and became
interested in observing the way
the guests handled the liberal
snacks and drinks provided.
The table was spread with
varieties of hors d'oeuvres, cold
sliced ham and turkey, buttered
rye bread and pumpernickel,
olives, pickles, assorted nuts,
carrot sticks, stuffed celery,
sweets and hot little delicacies
of cheese and bacon on a tiny
square of toast . . and probably
a lot more that does not come
to mind. The room was crowded,
of course, and the conversational
din was of true party decibelity.
Deft waitresses passed among
the guests with trays from the
table, and our host kept busy
making drinks
Use Restraint
Most of the snacks were of a
nature which would add up to
many calories rather fast, unless
considerable restraint was used
-1n iteeepting the-tentpttng offers.
Interestingly enough, this was
exactly what was happening.
One gentleman with whom I
was talking declined some tasty-
looking-and-smelling tidbits with
the remark. "Thanks, I've had
one."
A tall slender woman looked
over the appetizing table spread
carefully, hesitated over the
olives, the ham and the rye
bread, and departed with a plate
bearing two carrot sticks and
three small pickles. Another not
so tall nor so slender, helped
herself liberally to a variety of
goodies, including several varie-
ties of sweet cookies, and re-
marked jauntily to the group
around her, "I know I shouldn't."
Some of the guests did not
even approach the refreshment
table.
Be Sensible About It
Entertaining traditionally in-
volves the serving of food, often
in great quantity and elaborate
variety. It is quite possible, in
the course of a pleasant hour
or less at a reception, to eat
and drink the caloric equivalent
of a full meal. In most instances,
it is also quite possible to make
a judicious selection of snacks
so as to conform to sensible diet-
ary principles. They can be part
of your daily selections from the
four food groups—the milk and
meat groups, fruits and vege-
.._
You'll find your
BRAND
of vacation fun
at the
DESERT
RANCII
. . amid a tropical setting of
rrwayfng palms. sunny skies,
and clear blue waters
Spacious, colorful
accommodations,
friendly hospitality,
and a multitude of
outstanding features, including—
• Beautiful "Ranchero" Lobby • COFFEE POT—for
 snacks
• Private white sand Beach meals
• Freshwater Swimming Pool • GOLDEN NUGGET—for 
cocktail
:• Ffee TV • GOLDE
N NUGGET SUPPER
sippin'
. is tiuffleboard
• 24- Phone Service CLUB--for hearty
 dining
STAMPEDE ROOM . . . West Coast Florida's largest
Nite Spot ... featuring LENNY DEE, top Decca 
record-
ing artist, organ stylist and comedian. Dancing 
nightly. 
All facilities for Conventions, Meetings, Seminars 
(for up to 300)
100% Air-Conditioned, Open All Year. writs for 
colorful brochure -
Or
THE DESERT "on the mill" 6200 GULF BOULEVARD
RANCH ST. PETERSBURG BEACH, FLORIDA
tables, breads and cereals. Ana
one can do this without taking
the joy out of the occasion. One
need not, and should not, be a
dietetic killjoy in order to exer-
cise sense about between-meal
eating.
It is possible, too, to compen-
sate for the common holiday or
convention practice of going
from one party to another by
skipping or greatly curtailing the
preceding meal in anticipation,
or by skipping the following one.
And while you are at the party,
don't make it too obvious that
you are being cautious—if you
are.
It doesn't hurt to go overboard
once in a while. But not too
often. In any event, don't blame
the snacks. They're good, if
wisely used.
Ii LITTLE
FORESIGHT
PREUSITS ilaiDEl1TS1
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"CAREERS FOR THE 70's:" JOURNALISM
Demand Exceeds Supply Of Newsmen
(-Careers For The 70's" is written
for today's high school student who is
facing one of the biggest decisions of
his ids What will he be doing the
nest 40 years? This series is designed
to inform him of the many choices
a•ollable to him It is prepared by the
Public Relations staff of the University
of Kentucky)
Dr. Robert Murphy, director
of the University of Kentucky
School of Communications, says
the demand for UK journalism
graduates greatly exceeds the
supply.
"Many different media want
journalism graduates,- he adds.
-Industrial communications,
such as business and trade jour-
nals, is an especially growing
field."
Journalism teaching is in a
process of change, Dr. Murphy
continues. Teachers are concern-
ed with more than how the wri-
ter puts his story on paper. One
of the basic tenets of communi-
cations theory, they say, is that
communication does not begin
until the message reaches the
reader or hearer. This calls for
research to find out who the
readers are and how they re-
spond and understand various
types of messages.
An example: one man tells
another -I have a dog.- He
means his dog is a friendly St.
Bernard. His listerner, though,
might have been bitten by a
German Police' dog at sonic time,
so he thinks of the speaker's dog
in these unpleasant terms.
The listener might have a
frisky Pekingese, so he thinks
of the other man's dog in these
terms. Even if the speal-er de-
scribed the dog's color, his lis-
tener still would not know the
dog was a St. Bernard.
Communications specialists
use the techniques of behavioral
scientists, such as psychologists
and sociologists, when determin-
ing individual reading habits-
why people select the items they
11:;;;111
UK STUDENTS CHECK AP COPY—Journalism students at the Univer•
sity of Kentucky examine Associated Press dispatches, as they learn to
write and edit news copy, This teletype at UK operates 12 hours a day
on a leased wire, bringing news from throughout the world.
read. Reasons why editors select
copy for their newspapers also
are being explored.
Dr. Murphy says the journal-
ist should have wide interests
and a good general education.
Many journalism students be-
come so interested in public
affairs that they go on to law
school or to graduate work in
a related field.
-We are a little less inclined
today to teach what can be
learned the first few days on a
news or publications job,- he
says, -but we do teach enough
so that beginners are not stran-
gers to the job. A student can
spend too much time on the
mechanics of the news room.-
He adds that a newspaper
10 years from now will be quite
a different place to work.
Dr. Murphy says that on a
nation-wide basis, public rela-
tions jobs pay beginning journal-
ism graduates the best, about
8111 a week. Wire services are
next, at about $110. Advertising
jobs average 8109; television,
$108; general news reporting,
$105; magazines, $104, and week-
lies, $103. The figures are from
a survey conducted by the News-
paper Fund of the Wall Street
Journal.
High school students planning
journalism careers should take
all the English courses they can,
because such courses will help
them verbalize their experiences.
•'Leant to observe and become
critical examiners of material
and events,- Dr. Murphy ad-
vises.
-We teach through subject
matter,- he says. "We cannot
begin to teach all that students
need to know. We can only pre-
pare them to adapt to future
changes.-
Publications experience, such
as working on the school paper
or yearbook, is good, he says,
because it provides an intellec-
tual activity, besides giving the
pupil a sense of responsibility.
The UK School of Communi-
cations also offers a master of
communications degree program,
with a flexible curriculum for the
professionally interested-those
who did not major in jour-
nalism- and to acquaint journal-
ism graduates with communi-
cations theory.
If You Want
Crops That Really Pay
...Plant
SEEDS THAT REALLY GROW
Get Your SOUTHERN STATES SEEDS Now
• When you buy fall seeds, it will pay you to keep in mind the
big difference quality seeds can make. In today's competitive
farming picture, can you afford to settle for anything less than
rna‘imum yields? In each bag of Southern States Quality Seeds,
you get high germination for thick stands ... low weed content
for clean fields ... outstanding yield-ability for greatest possible
profit per acre, Making money with crops depends upon many
factors, of course, but unless you plant quality seeds, you put a
limit on your returns from the start. Stop in now for Southern
States Quality Seeds,
See Your Local
SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE Agency
S/!-- Southern States Fulton Co-Op
jwnw AVE. 
M r
csOlY1H ION PHONE 479 2352
'Now-
••••••
WM,
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Grade "A" WHOLE
U. S. CHOICE CORN FED HAND PICKED
SIRLOIN
STEAK LB
BREAST . . . lb. 59c.
LEGS and THIGHS lb 39c
GRADE A CUT-UP
FRYERS . . . . lb. 29c
NECKS
BACKS
WINGS
-GIZZARDS
lb. 10c
lb. 10c
lb. 29c
lb. 39c
SMOKED Lb. lo„ US Lb. 61
PICNICS 41,11" BACON 
PUN NL BBYS 
PINK
MAYONNAISE
NO. 1 CAN
LIMIT
2
PLEASE
6 o 69
59c
ARMOUR STAR 18-oz.
CORNISH HENS e
CANNED
HA/4S 3 lb. can
a. 89c
S2.99 ea.
REELFOOT RAG — Whole or Half
BOLOGNA lb. 3k
CANNED
PICNICS 3 lb. can S2.29 each
FROSTY MORN 12-oz.
A Honey & Butter
FRANKS
on. Nice and Lean
u NECK BONES lb. 19c
IDAR  BISCUITS 
ISEKRAF
CAN 50
PARKAY-0110 Ix 25c
Double Stamps
On Wednesday
FROM OUR KITCHEN
Potato Salad 16-oz. 35c Fruit Jello 16-oz. 39c
Bean Salad 16-oz. 49c Deviled Eggs 12 halves 59c
Macaroni Salad 16-oz. 49c Cream Pies each 99c
Double Stamps
On Wednesday
CREAM-CHEESEHI:EPALT,
FRINECH FRIES 51 69
JACK SPRAT 15-oz.
Instant Potatoes 29c
PURE With Additional $5.00dollar purchase Exclud-
CANE ing Milk and TobaccoProducts
24-oz. BOTTLE
WESSON OIL 49c SUGAR LIMIT1PLEASE
CAM 14 p TOMATOJACK SPRAT-oz. BOTTLE $100
PICKLES}os/E  QUART 49c
5 Lbs. 1
C Plus
Quality
Stamps
REG. SIZE
TIDE . . . box 29c
ROSE'S MEAL MIX
DOG FOOD 25113.2.99
COCKTAIL 4 F $111" 
WONDER 
CHIPS 39c
OKRARRANGEJUICE 1 2 Gal 49c t;AKE-mixArRYTECDR°ZER0R3"IS 89C
REELFOOT
LARD
JACK SPRAT
SALT
26-oz.
41b. 5k
Box Sc
LIPTON LOOSE
TEA 1/4 lb. 39c
JACK SPRAT or THRIFTY
PINK DETERGENT qt. 39c
SHOWBOAT BRAND NO. 1 SIZE
PORK & BEANS 10c
50 FREE QUALITY STAMPS 17-oz.
KILL-KO RAT BAIT
LUZIANNE 6-oz.
INSTANT COFFEE 6k
HAASE'S FINEST QUALITY
BAR - B-11 SAUCE 27-oz. 6k
ICELETTUCE CAL FORN ABERG
PEAS Purple-Hull
40c GRAPES
C I RNlb
THOMPSON
SEEDLESS
HOME GROWN
WHITE
FIELD
ib.19c
doz. 49c
Stipp.i‘t vlo010-
04310/ (100hfrY
F,4iRt
SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE
EIVJ A M ES AND N
SUPER MARKET
Low-Low
Everyday Prices,
Plus
Weekend Specials. _a
Jottin
"I
dren a
cation
five di
I was
State]
liance,
buildii
nancin
FI
trio, NA
person
lunch
Senat
soup a
famou
ate gal
amend
bill wl
R. Pau
lumin
T(
home
Mary .1
tucky,'
in the
she br(
ing an(
diligen
State I
B(
the off
Katzer
help w
consur
TI
wired
"I
broker
B(
loss foi
timent
raine
the g(
know
pie ca
great (
touch
only a
vacati(
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other
Expo
umn n
